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THE VOLUME AND COMPONENTS
OF SAVING iN THE UNITED STATES

193-1937

R. W. GOLDSMITH

WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF

WALTER SALANT

THIs report of a new attempt to measure the volume and the
components of saving in the United States, made in the Research
and Statistics Section of the Trading and Exchange Division of
the Securities and Exchange Commission,' consists of two parts.
The text describes briefly the basic principles used in deriving
the estimates and presents a summary of the results of the calcu-
lations for 1933 through ig. The many controversies that
have been in progress during recent years concerning the con-
cepts and procedures usually involved in any attempt to meas-
ure saving have been discussed only in the briefest form and only
so far as discussion seemed essential to an understanding of the
methods actually used. The Appendix describes in some detail
the individual series used in building up the estimates, setting
forth the sources from which the material was derived and ex-
plaining the adjustments made on the raw material.

Any calculation of the volume of saving is, to a considerable
extent, of a hypothetical or 'constructed' character, even more
so than the measurement of national income though less than
the estimation of national wealth. If we are not to lose ourselves
in a maze of confusion we must adhere to a consistent set of ac-
1 This report has not been passed upon or approved by the Securities and Ex-

change Commission. Responsibility for the estimates or statements made rests

upon the authors.
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218 I'ARI' 'OUR
counting principles in our calculations, irrespective Of whetJ
they are actually applied by the parties to the transactjo5
measure. For this study we have, with few exceptions accepted
the accounting principles now generally in use among busine
enterprises and have tricd to apply them to unincorporatl
businesses, households, and government units.

It has been claimed, however, that a scientific
calculation of

such magnitudes as national income, national wealth,
ment, and saving, should go a step further and modify the ac-
counting methods current in business practice wherever ad-
justment is necessary to make them conform to the concepts
developed by economic theory. In this study we have made such
adjustments only on one of the most obvious and most important
points: we have tried to eliminate write-ups and write-downs and
capital gains and losses from the calculation of saving. A strong
case can also be made from a theoretical point of vjw for the
elimination of inventory profits and losses. Eliminatioti of the
difference between depreciation allowances calculated on the
basis of original cost and of replacement cost also deserves serious
consideration but happens to be of small numerical importancefor the period studied. Inventory profits and losses of corpora.
tions have not been excluded because the material is, as yet, lack-
ing to eliminate them consistently and because doubt exists asto how such an adjustment should be made.

The calculation of the volume and components of saving inthe United States presented in this paper makes use, in general,
of methods and techniques already applied in this field and isbased on statistical raw material, most of which is available toall students. It claims to differ from previous attempts at a com-prehensive measurement of the volume of saving mainly in its
more consistent adherence to ac-counting concepts. The estimates
are, nevertheless, still preliminary and, on many points, far from
satisfactory. Many of the constituent series can be improved con-siderably even without the collection of new basic data.2 Thatboth the theory of measuring saving and the statistical proceduresadequate for such measurement are still in a rather rudimentarystage and have not enjoyed the thorough discussion that has gone

2 Fora list of the major deficiencj and sugg(jo0s for additio,ial nialeijal neededfor more camisfanory e.stirnat, see Sec. IV, below.







I BALANCE SHEET AND INCOME ACCOUNT METHO1)S

The change in the earned surplus of any accounting unit can be
ascertained both from its income account and from its balance
sheet. In the income account it appears as the difference between
(i) current income and (2) current expenses (including income
tax payments) plus dividend payments to equity owners (or other
entrepreneurial withdrawals), omitting from both sides all
valuation items, which include capital gains and losses.9 In the

OV balance sheet the earned surplus represents the difference be-
tween the depreciated cost of assets on the one hand, and liabili-
ties plus the net contribution to the enterprise by equity owners

iill on the other.t° The change in the earned surplus. as calculated by
the balance sheet method, therefore, is equal to the change in

1W- the depreciated cost of assets minus the change in the liabilities
iii. and in the net contribution of equity owners, again excluding
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spective of whether calculated by (i) the sample balance sheet
method, (2) the overall balance sheet method, () the sample in-
conic account method, or () the overall income account method.

revaluation items throughout.
These two methods of measuring saving, which are fairly

familiar with respect to business enterprises can likewise be
applied to households," non-profit organizations,12 government

units and, finally, to tile nation as a whole. We may attempt to
find the total current income of all economic units and to de-
duct their total current expenses as shown in their actual or hypo-
thetical ('constructed') books. Or, we may ascertain for each
economic unit the change in its earned surplus (thus excluding
changes resulting from (a) net capital contributions and (b) re-
9 For more details see Sec. III, 2 below.
10 This contribution is calculated by subtracting froni the total ainonhlt received

from equity owners in payment for the securities of the enterprise (irrespectie
of whether reflected on the books as capital or capital surplus) the amounts re-

turned to them on the occasion of the retirement or repurchase of equity securi-

ties. Revaluation items are excluded.
11 In the balance sheets of households no account is taken of stocks of nuis-durable

consumers' goods (Le.. all consumers' goods except houses, automobiles, furniture,

and household machinery). This corresponds to the omission of expenditures and

depreciation on non-durable consumers' goods from the inronle accoulhl measure-

ment of saving.
12 This group of economic unitS CoflI1)liSeS,$.g.. lOulIdatiohls. univcriticS. hos-

pitals. and churches.
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valuations and c3pital gains and losses) and add the figures so
obtained.

In the process of adding the balance sheets of all economic
units, all claims, liabilities, and debt securities cancel out, leav-
ing among the assets only tangible property and the (cost or
capitalized) valuepf certain privileges (mainly patents and simi-
lar rights) 18 with 'equity' as the balancing item on the right
side.14 The combined balance sheet of all economic units thus
reduces to a statement of the depreciated cost of national physical
wealth (plus certain privileges) and its ultimate ownership.

2 SAMPLE AND OVERALL METHODS

For both the balance sheet and income account measurement an
attempt can be made to cover all accounting units of a specific
type, or even all such units in the United States. Such attempts
may be designated the overall varieties of these two basic meth-
ods. Alternatively, calculations of total saving may be based on
the records of a relatively small sample of accounting units.

For the income account measurements, the overall approach
demands data on or estimates of the total current income and
expenses of all accounting units. Such figures can, in general,
be estimated only by indirect methods, and with scant reliability
for household units. For business units and the federal govern-
ment, on the other hand, the aggregations of profit and loss or
budget accounts provide relatively comprehensive and reliable
information.

As a rule, household and government units do not compile,
and rarely publish, balance sheets. It is, therefore, not feasible
to measure changes in certain assets and liabilities of all house-
hold and government units from aggregations of compiled bal-
ance sheets, as can be done for corporate business units. This
"This item, to which M. A. Copeland draws attention (see Discussion II) iprobably very small in comparison to tangible property if actual balance sheetsare taken as the basis of alculation.
'4 ThIS statement is strictly correct only for a docd economy. If the consolidationis esrried through solely for one country, there also remains an item, either onthe assets or the liabilitie, side, reflecting the net balance of internatkrnal claims(induding ownership rights) or of international liabilities (induding foreignersequity).
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deficiency can be largely remedied by obtaining from other
sources statistical information on the total of certain assets and
liabilities of all household and government units.'

The sample methods, ordinarily used solely for household
units, always start from the balance sheets or income accounts of
relatively few units. Even the largest sample of this type, that
used by the National Resources Committee in its study of con-
sumer expenditures in the United States for the year 1935-36,
contained only about 43,000 households. The data in the sample
are then multiplied by appropriate coefficients to yield an esti-
mated figure for the total population from which the sam pIe 1V1S
taken.

3 COMIARAB1L1TY OF METHODS

Since both the balance sheet and the income account measure-
ment of saving do in principle yield the same figures, estimates
for different groups of accounting units derived by the two
methods can safely be combined. This substitutability of the two
measurements is of very great practical importance. The statis-
tical material at our disposal is such that the income account
measurement constitutes the only practicable approach for cer-
tain groups of accounting units while we are restricted for other
groups to the balance sheet measurement.

With the material now available the income method is, prac-
tically speaking, the only possible approach for government
units and the preferable approach for corporations. For house-
holds, on the other hand, we must work with the balance sheet
method since current and comprehensive data that would make
possible a determination of the saving of households by the in-
come account method are not available.

'5 The bank deposits of all households, e.g.. can be derived with fair reliability
from banking statistics (which also show separately the deposits of government
units) supplemented by estimates of bank deposits oF business corporations de-
uved from their aggregated balance sheets. Or the change in the holdings of
securities by households (excluding realized and unrealized capital gains and
loses) can be calculated from statistics of new issues and retirements in con-
junction with information on changes in the security holdings of foreigners and
of domestic corporations and goerii1ncnt units.
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4 METHODS USED IN TIlES STUDY

The figure for total saving presented in this SttI(l' 5 the SUfli ofthe estimated saving of individuals,' farm eli tUrJ)flseS
corIradons and government units. The Series for savitig of

ilidivi(Iualsand farmers has been built up from Separate
eStitijates of thechange in individuals' and farmers' equity in various

tyJ)es ofassets with due consideration for changes in correspoxding typof liabilities. The saving of government Units and of
Corporations have been obtained by subtracting fi-on, estimated or re-ported current income the sum of current

expenses (excludingcapital expenditures) and dividend payments.
The major components of total saving have, with fes' excep.dons, been built up from ovciall cather that, from sample Statjtics.' Both income account and modified balance sheet meth-ods ' have been used, the former for corporations and for gov-ernnle,lt units, the latter for individuals and farmers

5 PREVmJs ATFEMP TO MEASURE SAVEN(;
To our knowledge, only two comprehcnsi.e attempts have beenmade to measure saving in the tfnite(l States by the income ac-count method. The first was undcrtakeii by the Brookings Insti-tution for 192g,' the second by the National Resources Corn.Enittee for the year l93536.2s In both, the estjmatjo, of in.dividuals' saving was based on the sample method. The relations16 The term individuals' always iclndcs Ilnatta-besj individuals households, crustfunds, unincorporated nOn.agricultur businesses, and non-profit making or-ganizations such as churches

universities foundations For types of saving omittedin this study see IV, below.
1TA few of the many basic series have bee,i derivei from figures that do notcover the entire field, but in many of these the data cover over go per cent ofthe entire field. Several overall figures taken Iron other sources were derivedby the original estimators from large samples.18 The modification

icItroducc.J into Ihc halaa,ce sheet mcth(KI lies in Computingdirectly thc changes in particular assets and liahilie5 and adding Ihcs changeto obtain an aggregate figure for savilig without ever estiniatitig total act,,al netassets at any 'nolnelit of time. This niodificatiot, which has boil, IJ,eorctj andpractiral advantages, does not affect the principle
underl'.ing the balance shcctmethod of measuring sasing,'

Maurice Leven, H. G. Moult0,1 antI Clark Warhijitoi,
111ericas Capacity toCon.cun, (Brookings Institution,O ontaij in a forthcoming report: Corn Urnrr

jpj (oiledSlates.
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between saving and income for different levels of income ob-
tained in the Brookings study were used by several authors to
estimate saving for fairly long periods, sometimes more than a
decade distant from the base year, 1929.21

The only serious attempts to measure saving of individuals
over several years by the balance sheet method, of which we
know, were made by W. H. Lough for 1919 to 1931,22 and Walter
Lederer for 1025_aq3o.23 It is our opinion that 1)0th these at-
tempts, as well as several less comprehensive and less satisfactory
efforts, did not result in adequate and comprehensive estimates
because of their failure to approach the problem consistently
with the appropriate methods of accounting.

Ill Some Special Problems of Mea.surement

I STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT

All estimates of saving in this study are expressed, in principle
at least, in current dollars. For both theoretical and practical
reasons no attempt has been made to reduce tile estimates ex-
pressed in current dollars of different years to any common de-
nominator. Foremost among these reasons is the absence of
any ultimate yardstick or physical measurement of saving that

21 Clark Warburton, 'The Trend of Savings, igoo-iaq', Journal of Political Econ-
omy, XLIII (February 1935), 81-tol (for 1914 to 1929); Mordecai Ezekiel, An
Annual Estimate of Savings by individuals', Review of &ononiic Statistics, XIX

(November 1937). 178-91 (for igi8 to 1935).
The estimates of saving derived by W. W. Leontiel for igig [Quantitative Input

and Output Relations in the Economic System of the United States' Review of
Economic Statistics, XVIII (August 1936), 105-25]. and 1929 [unpublished rnanu-
script] as a byproduct of his analysis of production and consumption statistic
may in essence he regarded as similar to the income account measurement. They
differ, however, from the estimates of the Brookings Institution and the National
Resources Committee in that no figures are obtained for the saving of individuals

at different income levels.
22 High Level Consumption (McGraw-Hill, ig).
23 Jacob Marachak and Walter Lederer, Kapitalbildung (London. 1936).

24 The calculations made by F. C. Dickinson and Franzy Eakin for 1929 are
nearer in their methods to otir estimates than any of the other attempts and
indude figures both for the balance sheet and the income account methods of

measuring saving- See A Balance Sheet of the Nation's Economy, Bureau of Busi-

ness Research, University of Illinois, Bulletin No. (Urbana, Nov. 24. 1936).
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would make it possible to compare the dollar volume of saving
at different times.25

Quantitative data on saving acquire their economic meaning
chiefly in comparison with contemJxrarv monetary magnitudes
(such as the national income) or in au analysis of the various
components of the saving process. For these purposes, reductjo
to a common denominator obviously is unnecessary.

A particular problem is created through the use of deprecia
lion allowances, which in their original form often do not rep-
resent current values. This difficulty, which will be (liscussed
briefly below, exists only for net saving.

2 REVALCATXON ITEMS

The change in the earned surplus over a period is equal to the
difference between current income and current expenses plus
dividend payments to equity owners, excluding all revaluationitems from both sides. These revaluation items are of three
types: (a) write-ups and write-downs; (b) the difference betweencost and balance sheet value of inventories, which may be re-
garded as a special case of (a): (c) realized capital gains and losses.

a) Current income is almost unanimously held not to include
profits and losses representing write-ups or write-clowns of as-
sets or liabilities. Attempts have been made in this study to elim-inate such write-ups or write-downs wherever they are ap-parent. It is possible, however, that a considerable amount ofsimilar revaluations included in the basic series used in the
2 Deflation of the annual dolbr volume of saving liv a price index of durable goodis not adequate (or this purpose. From a thcorctiral point of slew one mightthink of comparing the utility of the consumption goods purchaMble at acertain time with the sield of a certain amount of sating made at different times:or of the Utility. properls discounted for the intersal until mamurits. of tImemost preferred bundle of 'ields of the assets purchable at different pointsof time with a certain amount of saing. See H. Makower and J. Marschak. 'Astc.Prites and Mnnetam-s Theorc, &opmomica V Attgimm a66 The'e concepts,howeser, are too saguc for translation into actual nicasurenmentWith respect to the salue of investment. on the other hand, .1 vc'uain basis existsfor the reduction to a common denominator in the fact that iti1 resultsin plant, equipment, and

stocks measurable in phsic-1 quantities. The practicaldifficulties of finding a common denominator and calculatr adequate indexnumbees are, however, forbidding. See %I .A. Copelarm1 amid F. M. lartin, UolumeTu'o, pp. $S-gq. io6-.
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preparation of the final estimates may have escaped detection
and cliniivation.

Inventory profits and losses should also be eicluded from
current income and from earned surplus since they are essen-
tially equivalent to write-ups or writedowns.26 This adjustment
which, of course, is necessary only where figures from actual
books of account embodying such a difference are used (i.e., in
this study in the net saving or dissaving of corporations alone)
has not been made in the figures presented in this paper. This
admittedly important adjustment has been omitted because the
estimates of corporate saving also require other adjustments
(partly for the probable underreporting of profits and partly
for other revaluation items still included), some of which may
be in a direction opposite to the correction for inventory profits.
It therefore seemed preferable not to attempt, in an unsatisfac-
tory and incomplete way, a partial adjustment which might in-
crease the error rather than reduce it. We realize, however, that
a thorough reworking of the figures for corporate saving and
dissaving, consistently eliminating all revaluation items, is one
of the major prerequisites for satisfactory estimates of total na-
tionai saving.

Realized capital gains and losses likewise must be regarded
as revaluation items to be excluded from current income.27 Since
saving has been defined for the purposes of this study as that
part of current income which is not spent on consumption goods
and services, the results of all revaluations of assets or liabilities
26 These inventory profits or losses consist of two items: (i) the difference between
the cost and the balance sheet valuation of inventories held at the beginning
and the end of the period of measurement. (2) the difference between the book
value and the market price at the time of consumption of inventories consumed
during the period of measurement in the process of production. See Simon Kuznets,
Volume One, p. 165.

On the pnsctical problems of eliminating inventory profits and losses, see i&id.,

pp. 145-56 and 165-72.
2T Unrealized capital gains and losses should, of course, always be excluded from
current income and from earned surplus. For discussion of the problem of the
treatment of capital gains and losses in estimates of national income, see Volume

One: M. A. Copeland, Part One, pp. 19. 20, 30-32, (tiscUsslon by Simon Kuzoets
and Dr. Copeland's reply; Clark Warburton, Part Two, pp. 97-101; Simon Kuznets,
Part Four, discussion by M. A. Copeland. Milton Friedman, and A. W. Marget.
and Dr. Kuznets' reply; and Volume Two: Roy Blough and W. W. Hewett, Part
Four discussion by M. A. Copeland, H. M. Groves. Simon Kusnets George 0.
May. and H. C. Sitnons. and the reply by Blough and Hewett.
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as well as realized and unrealized capital gains
and lOsses, intheory, do not enter into the calculation of saving or dissa'ingUsing the income account method it is possilile, though dif.cult in practice, to eliminate rcvaluations and capital gains an4losses by properly adjusting the available basic data, which oftinclude such transactions among current incom.as In the overallbalance sheet method elimination of revaluation items and capi.tal gains and losses is achieved automatically if care is taken notto include revaluation items among changes in assets and liab iii.tiCS.so

Write-downs occasionatly constitute only an acknowledgment of regular de-preciation or obsolescence formerly omitted from the accounts; likewise sonwrite-ups represent merely the cancellation of excessive
depreciation allowances ofthe past. See Fabricint, Volume One, pp. I33-i3. While such revaltiatiotis may, tosome extent, be regarded as forniirig part of the current income

account itseems preferable to omit them, together with all other revaluation items fromboth income and saving.
29 In the estimate of saving made by the Brookings Institution capital gaitsand losses were included in income and in saving. but separate figures wereshown so that an adjustment is possible. Dickincoti and Eaki,i jcld 'adsanosin values due to price changes' (which they take front the ltrookings estimates)in their calculated change in the national net worth but show Ihens also as aseparate item (A Balnc Sheet, p. 29).
30 Capital gains and losses on securities, Constituting the great bulk of all capitalgains and losses, will never appear directly in the saving subtotal ttct absorptionof securiti&, because absorption is calculauc(l as the (titicretice between the grossproceeds from the issue of new securities flhinus Payments rcccired by inrestonfor securities matured or retired, adjusted For the net purchase or sales balanceon account of security transactions by foreigners and for changes in borrowingon securities. This series is obviously unaffected (except for the relatively minoramount of gains or losses on internatiotwil transactiotis) by transactions in aireathoutstanding securities the type of transact lois giving rise to capital gains or losses.However, realized capital gains (or losses), if not spent (or offset by increasedsaving during the period of measurement may appear at the end of the periedas an increase (or decrease) in certaimu assets or liabilities other than securitiesof the indisidual making (or suffering) gains (or losses). But, and this is theessential point, such a change irs the assets or liabilities of the recipient of capitalgains or losses is balanced in the overall statistica by an opposite change iii theassets or liabilities of other ecolloislic units, .ssuItning that ls)ch purchase andsale occur within the period of tncasureuuietsr and that capital gaitis or lossesare retained in the form in which they are originally made, e.g.. in cash, anincrease (decrease) in the cash holdings of the gainer (loser) will be offset by adecrease (increase) in the cash balance of the other parts to the transaction or anIncrease (decrease) in his borrowing on SCcuirjties In either case, (he aggregatefigures quite correctly show no saving. Where one of the parties is a foreigner,
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3 DEPRECIATION

The treatment of depreciation allowances, which constitute the
difference between gross and net saving, raises no problems not
already discussed in connection with the estimation of national
income.3' These problems are connected mainly with (i) the de-
termination of the useful life of durable assets, (2) the method
of distributing total depreciation charges on a durable asset
over its entire useful life, () the question whether depreciation
charges should be based on the original or the replacement cost
of durable assets.

For this study the depreciation charges as entered in the books
of corporations have provisionally been accepted as adequate re-
flections of the depreciation accruing on the durable assets of
'corporations. There is probably little objection to this treat-
ment so far as the determination of the useful life of durable
assets and the distribution of depreciation allowances over it are
concerned. Accounting practices are anything but consistent
and vary from firm to firm and year to year, but we possess
neither an economic theory of depreciation sufficiently consistent
or of sufficiently general acceptance to justify a systematic cor-
rection of the figures entered in the books of corporations, nor
would it be possible to carry through such an adjustment in
practice.

The relative merits of original or replacement cost as the
basis for depreciation allowances are still subject to controversy.
Depreciation allowances are, in fact, based on a conglomeration
of pure historical cost, historical cost affected by revaluation,
replacement cost, and arbitrary values, with historical cost prob-
ably prevailing to an extent not exactly determinable. Strict

the offsetting item is absent and a saving (dissaving) is shown, again as it should
be.

The psychological effect of capital gains (or losses), whether realized or not,
may nevertheless affect consumption expenditure. An increase in wealth which
appears as a windfall rather thais as a result of saving out of ordinary income is
likely to result in increased consumption expenditure, particularly when the gain
is realized. The resulting increase in expenditures has repercussions which may
and probably will affect income and saving as compared to the level that would
have existed had there been no capital gain. Such indirect effects will be reflected
in the statistics as they should be, but the capital gain, as such, will not be.
31 See particularly Volume One, Parts One, Three and Four.
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adherence to the principle of replacement co '%oLlld in anycase be extremely difficult since assets Written off or
abando11generally are not replaced by physically identital Pieces of prop.city, a fact which makes it almost impossible to determine actualreplacement costs. Adjustment ofdepi-eciatiot allowances whjchare based on cost, by an index of prices of machinery arid equip.ment, therefore, does not solve the problem. It so happens

thatfor the period covered by this study the difference betveen de-preciation based on cost and on replacement values is, apparentlynumerically smaH.32 These theoretical and practical reasons haveinduced US not to make any adjustments in the reported
depre.ciation allowances of corporations.

The depreciation allowances on the (lUrable assets held byindividuals, farm enterprises, and government
organiza[j0n5had to be estimated for the purpose of this study. The data onthe value of the durable assets to be depreciated

are subject tosuch a wide margin of error and the assumptions that had to bemade with respect to the useful life of the differeit types of suchassets so rough that it seems inadvisable at present to Consider
a refinement such as an adjustment for the difference betweenreplacement value and cost.

4 DEMARCATION OF CURREN1- EXPENSES
The demarcation of the types of expenses to be regarded as cur-rent, which by exclusion determines capital expenses, is neces-sarily somewhat arbitrary. For this study it has been decided toinclude expenses on durable consumers goods, as well as thoseon durable goods used by business and government, as 'capitalexpenses'. I)tirable Consumers' goods have leen defined SO as toinclude not only houses, but also autornol)jles and certain othertypes of consumers' goods that ordinarily have a life of morethan a year. namely furniture and household machinery andequipment. Expenditures on some types of consumers' goodsthat would ordinarily last more than a year have thus been in.cluded among current expenses. A fine segi-egation in the fieldof these minor durable consumers' goods, however, is of littleimportance for the statistical results.

"See Volume One, p. 129.
33 'Capital epens' include also the cost of services assodated with the savingprocess, such as the cost of distributing new securities.
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5
TREATMENT OF iNTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS

The object of measurement is the combined change in the
earned surpitis of all residents of the United States. The material
is such that for both the income account and the balance sheet
measurements certain adjustments have to be made in the figures

to eliminate changes attributable to persons residing outside the
United States.

Where the income account measurement is used, i.e., for gov-
ernment units and business corporations adjustment is neces-

sary only so far as part of the net saving or dissaving reflected
in a change in the earned surplus must be imputed to foreigners

or' the basis of their ownership of a certain proportion of the
equity. Since forcigners, over the period covered by this study,
probably owned not more than about 3 per cent of the total
equity in all domestic corporations,34 the error committed by
not segregating the corresponding share of foreigners in the
change in the earned surplus of domestic corporations is neces-
sarily very small. This omission, moreover, may be either com-
pensated for or aggravated by the failure to make separate allow-

ance for the equity of Americans in changes in the undistnl)uted
earned surplus of. foreign corporations (other than consolidated

subsidiaries).
Where changes in certain items of assets and liabilities have

been used in measuring saving (i.e., in the case of individuals and
farmers) the portions attributable to individuals residing outside

the United States must be deducted in each instance. This has
been done, although but roughly, for bank deposits and securi-

ties held by foreigners and for foreigners' equity in insurance
contracts with American companies.35 The impossibility of mak-

ing similar adjustments for other items of assets and liabilities,

e.g., individuals' equity in building and loan associations, is

probably of no practical importance. Not enough information is
34 Total capital stock and surplus of alt corporations submitting balance sheets

to the Treasury amounted to about Si to billion in 1935. while the value of all

foreign investments in domestic corporate stock may be estimated on the basis
of Department of Commerce figures to have linctua ted between about S3 and $!

billion from 19M to ig. See the Balance or kuternalional Payments of the U. S.

Ifl J937, p. 64.
a5 The residual aedit in the balance of international payments suggests that

present statistics understate foreigners° acquisitions of cash and securities.
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available to make it possible to adjust for the cflan in th deposits of American individual ifivestors with foreign
banks andin their equity in contracts with foreign life insul-allce COflflies; both items, however, may be assumed to have been verysmall.36

tJ DUPLICATIONS

The method of measuring saving employed in this StUtI it jclaimed, excludes all duplications that have so beset attenp5 tmeasure saving by the balance sheet method, l)uplicatjoii. aretheoretically avoided under this method because changes in theearned surplus (exclusive of revaluation items) of (htiferent eco-nomic units are independent ol one another in the SCIISC that anincrease or decrease in the surplus of one unit is
flOE reflected ina similar change in that of another unit. Changes in assets or inliabilities that are not reflected n a change in the earned surplusof an economic unit do not in principle enler into the caictifa.

tions and therefore cannot give rise to duplicatioii,a

IV The Conzponeizt5 of the Saving E.stimaiec

I COM1'ON1' SERIES

The following separate series, described in more detail in the Ap-
pendix, have been used in estimating national saving:

i. Saving of individuals
Change in individuals' holdings of currency and deposits inbanks and Postal Savings System
Change in individuals' cquitv iii building and loan associa-lions

G A minor problem is raised by the treat incut of the capital brought in byitflnhigranls or removed by persons transfcrring their residence abroad. Thecc usel in liii'. studs alss-a itittude a..ct uid liabilities (JI all peiom residing within the I mnied States. Annual changes, therefore, include items thatreflect the liiiid Iscought in by iinniigraflts or removed Its enligi-ants and belongto the Qpital account rather than to the current income account, There is noPOssibility at J)rcSeiiL of estilnatitig these items or of (liStiil)itting (Item among thedifferent forms of assets and liahjlitj1ç ol cndjvitt,i;ilc3T In applyitig the principle, however there is a possibility of dupliationsbecause it is not feasible to coin)utc (lit' (ha flgcs in eat ned Sn rpluc for eachunit individually, In practice the change in enticed surplus of individuals 0computed for them as a group from the changes in their assets and liabilities.

5-
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C) Change in individuals' equity in insurance and pension con-
tracts (measured by the total assets less borrowings and policy
loans of insurance companies; includes Social Security
funds 38 and state and municipal trust funds)
Change in individuals' equity in securities (measured by de-
ducting from the new issues sold for cash, retirements at or
before maturity, and adjusting for net purchases or sales by
foreigners and by domestic institutions and for changes in
individuals' borrowings on securities)
Change in individuals' equity in houses (measured by the
value of construction of one to four family urban houses
minus depreciation and adjustment for changes in residen-
tial mortgage debt outstanding and for loss of residences to
non-individuals through foreclosure)

1) Change in individuals' equity in passenger cars (measured by
the value of domestic retail sales minus depreciation and ad-
justed for changes in instalment debt outstanding)

g) Change in individuals' equity in other durable consumers'
goods, mainly furniture and household machinery (measured
as in Item (1) )

2. Business saving
Corporate saving (net earnings, adjusted for capital gains and
losses, minus cash dividends paid)
Business saving of farmers (measured by the value of farm
construction, the sale value of farm machinery and the invest-
ment in livestock minus depreciation on farm buildings and
equipment. adjusted for changes in farm indebtedness and
loss of farms to non-individuals through foreclosure)

. Government saving
Federal government (measured by the difference between cur-
rent receipts and current expenditures, i.e., excluding capital
outlays, minus depreciation on government property)
States and territorial subdivisions (measured, in principle, in
thc samc way as for the federal government).

2 SOURCES AN!) CHARACTER OF DATA

The sources from which the figures were derived are described in
detail in the Appendix. It may suffice here to mention briefly the
main sources of the material utilized in our calculations. Most

See the discussion by Dr. Dulles and Dr. Coim regarding the assignment of
growth of Social Security funds to individual saving and our reply.
3 Saving by farmers in other forms is included with individuals' saving.
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of the series used in estimating saving (if ifldi'sidtiajs have beenderived from the usual financial and prOdctj statistics although adjustments have often been necessary to make the dataconform as closely as possible to the concepts used. However,

Oneof the main series, the change in individuals' equity in securitjis based to a large extent on newly assembled data,°
For corporate saving our estimates are based on the

S1atistiof Income of the Treasury Department. There is reason to k.lieve that they understate the actual amount of corporate
savingbecause of the tendency to report to the Treasury

Department asunfavorable a picture of net income as is compatible with the
law.' Inventory profits and losses, bad debts, and Write-ups andwrite-downs, other thaii gains and losses realized on the sale of
capital assets, have not been eliminated.

The data for saving of the federal government have been de
rived from various statements of income and expenditure by the
Treasury Department. They are very tentative because the
Treasury Department fails to separate in its accounts current and
capital expenditures.42

The estimate for state and local governments is still rougher
It is based chiefly on published estimates by the National Indus-
trial Conference Board and the Twentieth Century Fund and onestimates of non-federal public construction by the Departmentof Commerce.

3 DEFICIENCIES OF MATERIAL

It is realized that almost every one of the numerous series from
which the estimates have been built up can well stand refinement
and improvement. In several cases the changes to be expected
will be small enough in size and diverse enough in direction tobe without appreciable effect on main subtotals or grand totals.In others, however, the corrections are likely to be in a definite40 Selected Statistics on Securjtj and on Exchange Markets (Securities and Etchange ommissjon. August 1939). Parts I and If
41 J F. Ebersole, S. S. Burr, and G. M. Peterson found that for 104 industnalcorporatiop net income for 1923 through 1926 in returns to the Treasury aver-aged about 12 per cent below that in

published reports ('Income Forecasting bythe use of Statjqj, of Income Data' Rn'jeu' of &ono,fllf Statism-s Xi (1929).178).

42 however, out- figures agree fairly well, for the period as a whole, with therough estimates presented in tile President's budget message of January 4. ig9

--
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directioft year after year and to be sufficiently large to alter ma-
terially at least some of the major components of the aggregate.

The series used iii preparing the estimates are of very different
completeness and reliability. Probably the widest margilk of error
exists in the tentative figures developed to measure the saving of
the various government units. A considerable and probably
systematic error also affects the estimates for business saving. Of
the series measuring individual saving, the figures for saving in
the form of durable consumers' goods other than houses and
automobiles are little more than guesses. Of the other series,
those for individual saving through cash and bank deposits and
through insurance are probably subject to the relatively smallest
amount of error.

The most important improvements in the statistical material
needed in order to obtain fairly reliable estimates of total saving
and its components by the method adopted in this study are listed
below.

Estimates for the net construction and equipment expenditures
and net changes in inventories of unincorporated enterprises other
than farmsitems now simply omitted because of lack of material

A new series for corporate saving, eliminating both the under-
statement inherent in the use of uncorrected Treasury figures and the
writeups and write-downs and other revaluation items now included

A new, or rather the first, comprehensive estimate of the saving

of government units
Estimates of changes in the equity of individuals in buildings

other than one to four family housesomitted because of lack of data

An improved estimate of changes in individuals' equity in du-
rable consumers' goods other than houses and automobiles, particu-

larly of changes in consumers' indebtedness
Information on the purchase and sale of non-tax-exempt securi-

ties by non-financial corporations and data on individuals' borrowing

on securities (now lumped with similar borrowing by corporations),
both series necessary for an adequate calculation of individuals'

equity in securities
Information on other forms of indebtedness of individuals and

unincorporated businesses to corporations and government units

Samples of detailed balance sheets of individuals on various income levels.

particularly in the upper levelsan item rightly stressed by Dr. Hart in Dis-

cussion IVwould go tar to fill the gaps indicated under (d), (e). and (g).
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ii) information 011 the composition of the J)CI sIStCijt ICSi(1111J (re(1,tin the balance of interniona1 payiuciits 1 hi. uedit i bdd
torepresent unreported acquisitions of (:ash 01 C( w iti b Itu CiaFailure to report such acquisitions leads to an o ci sta[einciit of in.creases in domestic holdings and theretoi e b an o crstateiii&nt ofsaving.

1' The Total Volume wl(i Conipo,, of Saing
I.933_193 7

I TOTAL NETSAVING

Our estimates of saving, defined as the change in the aggregt
earned surplus of all household, btisiness, and go ci imnicflt imitsin the United States, for i q';', and rounded to tli neatest hailbillion dollars, are as follows (the negative items represent ofcourse, dissaving; estimates are in billions of dollars:

1933 $6.o
1934 - 4.5
1935 - 2.0

4.5 _)

1937 5.5 1
Tile main series making up these totals are Summarized inTable i. Sources and methods of calculation are described in the

Appendix. These figures are very tentative and some hat incoin-
plete (see Sec. IV, above). It is as yet impossible in calculations
of this type to achieve a high degree of accuracy, the more so sincethere is no assurance that the errors in some series will be com-
pensated by errors in the opposite direction in others. Roundingoff the figures to the nearest half billion, or to the nearest onehundred million as in Table 1, serves to eniphasiie the 1pproxi-
mate nature of all the figures and to avoid too unjustified anappearance of precision

It is likely that these preliminary estimates for total saving
somelvilat understate the amount of saving, mainly because ofthe underestimation of corporate saving, tile omission of net in-
They would also pro%i(Ie a check on maliv oihcr eIIiflhles and make it possibleto analyze the relatioii between income and changes In certain asseb andhiabjhjtj
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In evaluating these figures for total net saving in the United

States, it is important to remember that the same absolute
I, amount of saving or dissaving may mean quite different things

for the economic process as a whole depending on how it is made

up. There is, first, a considerable difference between saving in the

form of repayment of indebtedness or of hoarding, which inter-

rupts the flow of income, and saving of equal magnitude that re-

Elects the acquisition of newly produced assets. Thus the type of

assets in which saving appears is of considerable importance. The

same addition to assets ordinarily will lead to a more precarious
situation when it makes its appearance in the form of an addition

lfl(lH'td iwl sai'ing
1933 '934 'Q?S 196 I')37 1937

In Liquid Form
Currency and deposits -1.2 +2.5 +2.6 ±3.9 +0.5 +8.3
Bldg. and Loan associations -o.6 -41.3 -0.4 -41.2 -0.1 -i.6
Insurance and pension reserves +o. +14 +1.9 +2.7 +2.9 +g-.i

Through absorption 01 securities +0.5 -1.0 -2.5 +0.! +0.6 -2.1

In Durable Consumers' Goods
Non.farm dwellings -0.3 -1.7 -o.8 0.0 --0.2 -3.0
Automobiles -0.7 -.04 +0.2 +0.3 +0.7 -1-0.1

Other -1.0 -0.5 -0.3 +0.6 + 1.0 -0.2

Total -2.8 0.0 +0.9 +7.4 +5.4 + 10.

Business saving
Agriculture -0.2 -0.4 -0.1 +0.2 +0.2 -41.5

Corporate -3W' -2.5 -1.5 -1.2 -0.9 -9.2

Government saving
State and Local +0.5 +0.5 +0.6 +1.1 +'.-i +4.'
Federal -0.5 -2.0 -2.0 -2.8 --0.5 -7.8

Total national saving -6.a -4.4 -2.1 +4.7 +5.6 -2.3

sAVIN( AND ITS COMPONENTS 2'7

vcstnlent in plant and inventory by unincorporated business, and
the omissiofl of an apparent decrease in certain types of floating
debts of individuals owed to corporations and government units.
On the other hand, saving by state and local governments is proi-
ably overstated somewhat because of the incompleteness of cer-
tain depreciation charges.

TABLE 1

NET SAViNG IN THE UNITED SrATES

(billions of dollars)

4
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to inventories than when it takes the form of new durable gOods.Among durable goods, again, saving in the form of durableowner-operated consumers' goods is likely to lead to shorter

dis-turbances in the existing price and production Structure thansaving that reflects additions to the stock of durable producers'goods. Aside from the type of the new assets, the method of fj.
nancing also makes a considerable difference. An increase instockholders' equity usually raises fewer financial problems thana similar increase that finds its counterpart in an addition to thedebt structure. Finally, the same amount of net saving

meanssomething quite different if it is a result of large gross saving andlarge depreciation allowances than if both are small; a larger pro-duction of durable goods is implied in the first case than in thesecond.

2 COMPONENTS OF NET SAVING,

At least as much importance and interest attaches to the data on
the components of saving as to the estimates of aggregate savingdiscussed in the preceding section. As a matter of fact, methodslike those used in this study provide the only way of obtaining
information on changes in the structure of the saving process;the proportion of national income saved could as easily be esti-mated from statistics of the volume of investment.

a) Individual, business, and government saving
The first striking fact that emerges from any quantitative analysisof the saving process from iq to 1937 is the predominance of
individual saving. In these live years individual saving is esti-mated to have aggregated about $i i billion while business and
government units showed dissaving of about $9.5 and $i billion
44 These distint005 apply with consjderal)Ic force to a comparison between thesituation in 1936-37 and the late 'tweft I, i6- a not inconsiderable partof net saving reflectesi repanIeiit of ifldcl)te(llse- particularly of residentialmortgage debt and borrowings on securities Cash and bank deposits among theincrease in assets of individuals and inventories of raw materials and finishedgoods among the increase in a&sets of business enterprises, were apparently muchmore important, both absolutely and relatively, ihan ilk the late 'twenties. Onthe other hand, the much higher ratio of gross to net saving in 1936-37 meantthat the same amotlist of net saving reflected larger expenditures on durablegoods, and thus a larger effect on the economic system than a decade earlier.
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respecttVClY. In 1933 and 1934 none of the three major groups
showed net saving, the net dissaving of business being by far the

largest item. In 1935 and 1936 individuals were the only major

group with positive saving. Even in 1q37, when the current in-
come of government units seems to have exceeded their current

expenses individuals contributed by far the largest part of total

national saving.46

b) Direct and indirect individual saving

Closer analysis must distinguish two types of saving by individ-

uals, which may be called direct and indirect net saving. Direct

net saving (or dissaving) takes the form of a change in the equity

of individuals in individually owned and operated durable con-
sumers' goods. Indirect saving represents the acquisition by an

individual of a money claim of determined amount (or the reduc-

tion of a debt of determined amount) or of a participation in the

equity of a business enterprise.
For 1933-37 as a whole, direct individual net saving is esti-

mated to have been negative to the extent of over $ billion, as

new purchases of durable consumer goods by individuals were

not sufficient to snake up in full for the accruing depreciation on

the existing stock of such goods and the increase in instalment

debt. However, while there was considerable direct dissaving

during 1933-35 new purchases exceeded depreciation and in'

aease in instalment indebtedness by about $2.5 billion in the

two years 1936 and 'g37 together. Individuals' equity in non-

farm dwellings declined in every year; for automobiles and other

durable consumers' goods the excess D 1936 and 1937 of new

purchases over depreciation and increase in consumers' indebt-

edness was virtually sufficient to cancel the shortage that had per-

sisted from 1933 to 1935.

4 Corporate dissa's'ing could probably lx consideral)lY smaller if more nearly

correct figures could be calculated and might even be positive in a few years.

This correction, however, would not invalidate the general statement that over

the period as a whole business
and government showed a net dis-saving and that

positive saving was restricted to individuals.

46 It should be remembered that saving in the form of Social Security reserves

and trust funds of government units is classified here as saving of individuals.

If it were classified as government saving, these statenientS would still be correct.

the preponderance of individual sa'.ing being nsateriall' reduced only in

239SAVING AND ii S COMPON}NTS
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) S/rut/u, r of indirect individual .saving

A further breakdown of indirect individual Saving, Which con.tuted most of the nation's net saving over the last six years, jnecessary to bring the relevant facts out adcquatel) T'Iere wasbut little individual saving through absorption of securities Aa matter of fact, over the period as a whole, ifldj'jdtijIs
are esti-mated to have reduced their holdings of securities (abstractingfrom changes in the value of securities held) about $ billiofl,'TOnly in i93, 1936, and did individuals spend more on thepurchase of securities than they received from issuers for sectirjties retired or from foreigners or fInancial lflSLltutIOfl5 for securi-ties bought from individuals in the open market.

However theserelatively small purchase balances were iiiore than conlpeIItc(j
for by the large reduction in holdings in iq and 1935, to a greatextent the result of foreign purchases of stocks and redemption5and institutional purchases of corporate bonds,

In the final analysis, then, individual saving was restricted ex-clusively to increase in (i) individuals' cash and bank depositsand (2) individuals' equity in insurance and pension contracts,48For tile period as a whole, individual saving in the form of anincrease of cash and bank deposits amounted to over $8 billionwhile individuals' equity in insurance and pension contractsincreased nearly $9.5 billion. The average annual saving in thesetwo main forms of indirect saving, therefore, amounted to over$3.5 billiofl.

3 GROSs SAVING

Gross saving, the sum of net saving and depreciatioii allowanceson producers' and Consumers' goods, rose rapidly from about $5.5billion in iq to about Si8 hillio in I97. Our estimates of
47 For c-alcnlatjo0 of this figure, see IV, i -8 In his discussion of this paper Dr. Hat-t suggests that there may also basebeen a considerable

repayment of indebtedness by individuals.4? Year to year fluctuations were coflsjderat)le for indivj(jtsals cash and bank de-posits. Saving in this liquid form was at a high Ie'.el from .q through 1936.bitt fell sharply in 1937. Saving through the medium ot private and governmetninsurance IflStIttjofl on the other hand, grew steadi1' from not much over$500 million in I9 to svell over $2 billion in ig' (Rut see lOotnote -16.)
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gross Saving for each of the years 193-37, again rounded to the
nearest half billion dollars, are as follows (in billions of dollars):

VI Comparison with other Estimates of Saving
and Investment

1 NET SAVING

A direct check on our figures is provided by a comparison with
the (as yet unpublished) estimate of saving of individuals in the
year ended June 30, 1936, prepared by the National Resources
Committee from material collected in connection with the Con-
sumer Purchases Study. The expenditures on durable consum-
ers' goods other than houses are not included in saving, and de-
preciation on consumers' durable goods is omitted throughout;
otherwise, however, the definitions coincide fairly well with those
adopted in our study. To make comparison possible an estimate
has been prepared, by the methods used in our calendar year
estimates, of individual saving for the year ended June 30, 1936.
The estimate so derived, after eliminating net saving or dissaving
in consumers' durable goods other than houses, coincides fairly
closely with the calculations of the National Resources Commit-
tee, both indicating about $6 billion (before depreciation on
houses).5°

O Direct comparison of our estimates with those developed by Ezekiel. op. cit.,

(or each year 1918-55 by a method similar to that applied to 1911-29 data 1)\
Warburton. op. cit., is not possible because Dr. Ezekiel's figures covcr only saving

by income tax payers (i.e., individuals with an annual net income of over $1 ,i)
and do not include the change in indi''iduals' equity in automobiles and other

durable consumers' goods.
Dr. EzekieFs estimates are based on the income statistics of the treasury

Department and the ratios of saving to total income at dillci'eiit income levels

as determined by the Brookings Institution for 1929. In fact, the estimates repre-

sent nothing but a weighted aggregate of the income of taxpayers in the different

groups, the Brookinga saving ratios being used as weights. The annual movement

1933 $5.5
1934 7.5
'935 10.0
1936 17.0
1937 18.5
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The most important check upon our estimates of saving arethe calculatOflS of net investulent, I.e.. the value of
expenditureon durable goods minus depreciation, adjusted for changes in j.ventories not resulting from price changes and for the foreignbalance.

comparison is possible. first, with estimates ofexpenditures odurable goods prepared by Mr. Terborgh o' the Division of Re-search and Statistics. Board of Governors of the Federal Re-serve System. Since Mr. Terborgh's figures do not include thevalue of changes in inventories or in the foreign
balance, thesetwo items must be added to his figure to make them comparablewith our estimates of saving. The estimates indicate net aggre-gate disinvestment and dissaving respectively of about $8 and$12.5 billion for 1933-35. and positive aggregate investment andsaving of about $13 and $io billion, respectively, for i6 and1937. Most of the discrepancy occurs in 1935 and 197, wlienestimated saving is considerably below calculated net invest-ment.52

The differences are considerably larger between the estimatesof saving presented in this paper and the figures for net invest-ment (excluding durable consumers' goods other than houses)calculated by Kuzncts.53 Kuznets' estimates for net investment
of the estimates therefore reflects only the changes in the income structure ofindividual taxpayers and does not allow for changes in the propensity to sasefor incomes of equal size, which may well be of considerable importance. See
W. L. Crum, 'Individual Shares in the National Incomc, Review of EconomicStatistics, XVII (November 1935), 1 ifl-3o; E. W. Gilboy. 'Thc ropensitv toConsume', Quarterly Journal of Economics, LIII (November ig8). 120-40.Although Dr. Ezekiel's estimates cover the saving of only part of the popula.tion, his absolute figures for 1933-35 are considerably higher than those presentedin this paper. This is probably due mainly to two factors: (i) his estimates in-clude capital gains which were particularly large in 1929. the base sear for thesaving ratins used throughout; (2) they exclude individuals with a net income ofunder $i ,000 who, as is known from other sources, are responsible (or a con-siderable amount of dissaving.

si The figures for net expenditures
on durable goods in 1929 prices base beenkindly supplied by Mr. Terborgh.

32 Virtually the same figures are used in estimating
individuals' equity in durableconsumers' goods, the difference being only the adjustment

for changes in instal-ment debt outstanding
which is made in the saving estimate.53 'Commodity Flow and Capital

Formation in the Recent Recovery and Decline,1932-1938', Bulletin z, National Bureau of Economic Research (June 25, 1939)'
p.2.
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are higher throughout than our figures for net saving (excluding

net saving reflected in purchases and depreciation of durable con.

sumers' goods other than houses). For i net investment

according to Kuznets was negative to the extent of over $4 billion

while our figures show net dissaving of about $10 billion. For

1936 and 1937 estimated net saving of less than $8 billion com-

pared with calculated net investment of over $13.5 billion.54

Both comparisons suffer because: (i) the estimates of saving

imply a book value measurement of changes in inventories

whereas in the estimates of capital formation the change in in-

ventories is adjusted for price changes; (2) the estimates of saving

omit the change in non-corporate inventories whereas the esti-

mates of capital formation include the change in inventories of

all business enterprises; (3) the estimates of capital formation ap-

parently include certain commodities, the purchase of which is

often regarded as a current expense in the books of business cor-

porations. Had it been possible to adjust the saving figures for

revaluation of corporate inventories and also to include the value

of changes in non-corporate inventories, dissaving (and therefore

the discrepancy between the estimates of saving and investment)

would probably have been greater in i933 and 1934 than is indi-

cated above. In '95 and particularly ig7, and probably also in

1936, positive saving would have been greater. however, and the

discrepancy would have been less.

to 2 GROSS SAVING
0.

Our estimates of gross saving for each of the years 1933 tO 1937,

together with the estimates of gross investment by Kuznets and

Terborgh, are shown in the table below to the nearest half bil-

lion dollars. This comparison is affected by the differences just

mentioned in the preceding section.

4 Let none assume that any difference as shown here between the estimates of

saving and those of investment measures the divergence between saving and in-

vestment during a given period. Both sets of figures are undoubtedly still affected

with a margin of error so large that differences of the order of magnitude in-

dicated here may be nothing but the result of the imperfections of one or both

sets of estimates. They are certainly not able to disprove the theoretically

demonstrated equality of nvestment and saving measured a postenofl for any

penod.
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I Change in Currency and Deposits in Banks and Postal
Savings System held by Individuals (Table 1)

In order to develop a series for the cash holdings of individuals itis necessary to prepare two main subtotals: first, total volume ofcurrency, and bank and Postal Savings deposits in the hands of thepublic; second, the amount of such cash held by foreigners andby domestic flon-individ,jals The second subtotal must be sub-tracted from the first in order to arrive at an estimate of currencyand deposit holdings of domestic individuals
1. Total curreflc1 outside banks and U. S. Treasury. Ob-tained from the Division of Research and Statistics, Board of Gov-ernors of the Federal

Reserve System It is based on a calculationof total money in circulation outside the Treasury and the Fed-eral Reserve banks and figures for currency in the hands of banks,reported by the Comptroller of the Currency for all banks onJune 30 and by the Federal I)eposi[ II1surane Corporation forinsured banks on December i of 1934 and succeeding years.55 Througo,, this study th term I"diyjdtial' is used to iridude unincorporatedbusinees (other than farms), trust funds and
nofi-J)rofltmaking institutionc suchas chureh and Univeesjtj

PART FOUR

(.ROS IN%Lcr%fF.,f I

FSFIM.STI. KI INS: 15 ON TFRsoRC,I 's
OROSSSAS'INC I JStl%fj,E STlMIL 2'933 35½ $7'/2 361/2I34 7½

1935
141936 '7½ a,

1937 18i/ 25 231 Includitig consumers' durable commodities.
2 To Terborgh's figures hase been added the additions or reduct,115 in(according to the estimates of Kuznets) and the foreign balance on current accountto make the figures compardhle with those in the other two coIuin5.

AIhIENDIX STATISTICAL SoVR(:Es A ND METHODS

Sections iVU of the Appendix relate to individuals' saving,sSections viii and IX to business saving, and Sections X and Xlto government saving.
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ChANGE IN INDIVIDUALS' HOLDINGS OF CURRENCY AND DEPOSITS
IN BANKS AND POSTAL SAVINGS SYSTEM

(millions of dollars)

t Total currency outside banks
and U. S. Treasury

2 All bank deposits. cxci. in-
ter-bank deposits
Deposits in Postal Savings
System
Deposits of Postal Savings
System in banks
items in process of coiled ion
by banks i,i8o 1,176

6 Total currency and deposits.
adj. (1+2+3-4-5) 45419 42,570

Currency and deposits of
non-financial corp.

8 Currency and deposits of
financial corp. cxci. banks 1,698 1,659

U. S. Coy. deposits in com-
mercial banks
Deposits of other publicio
bodies 1,826 2,026

i Deposits of foreigners 7'5 390

is Deposits of foreign banks
with Federal Reserve banks

13 Deposits of foreign banks
with U. S. commercial banks

19 Change in currency and de-
posits of domestic individuals
(16-17+18)

rAB1.F. I

YEARS ENDING DECEMBER31

1932 1933

4,710 4,800

41,780 38,651

902 1,209

793 914

6431

500

248 136

6,131

1,000

2.j r)

ig 4

i Total deductions (7+8+9+
10+11-12-13) 10.903 11,066

15 Currency and deposits of
domestic individuals in open
domestic banks and Postal
Savings System (6I4) 34.516 31,504

i6 Annual change 3.012
17 Change in U. S. currency

held abroad go
18 Change in individuals' de-

posits in closed banks +1,690

1,232

48.067 52,265 57481 6.822

6,395 6,828 7,607 6,922

2,357 3,035 2.908 2,472

1,687 881 947 Soi

2.601 3.079 3,263 3.256

496 1,056 1.325 1,437

19 29 99 172

i6 453 442 466

13.361 '4.397 15.509 14.250

34.706 37,868 41,972 42,572

+3,202 +3.162 +4.104 +6°°

26 +22

--770 __53() 145 _85

+2458 +2,632 +3.937 +515

1,21)7 1,201 1,260 1270

540 287 145 130

1.949 2,313 2,604 2,326

1934 2935 1Q36 1937

4,670 4.91° 5.550 5.690

44,679 48.72.1 53,120 52,318
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2. All bank deposits excluding in/cr-bank depos i/s. A revisionof figures appearing in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, also ob-tained from the Division of Research and Statistics Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System. It does not include de-posit liabilities of Federal Reserve banks (which consist Only ofdeposits held by domestic or foreign banks and the U. S. Treas.ury) but does include those of the major private banks.
Deposits in Postal Savings System. Taken from the FederalReserve Bulletin.
Deposits of Postal Savings System in banks. Also takenfrom the Federal Reserve Bulletin. In order to avoid duplicatjo0

it must be deducted from total deposits of banks.
Items in process of collection by banks. In order to avoidduplication this figure must be deducted from the reported totalof deposits because items in the process of collection are includedin the deposits reported by the banks of both the payor and thepayee. The figures were obtained from the Division of Researchand Statistics, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-tem; they are a few million dollars higher than the published fig-ures for insured banks only. The reported data are known to betoo low because some banks report their collection items underthe heading due from banks'.

Total currency and deposits, adjusted. Sum of items 1, 2,and , less items 4 and . It is the first main subtotal referred toin the opening paragraph of this section.
Currency and deposits of non-financial corporations. Theprimary source for this estimate for 1932-36 is Statistics of In-come) published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. This vol-ume contains the total cash reported by corporatioiis submittingbalance sheets with their income tax returns. Figures for thesecorporations are raised slightly to cover all cOrporations. Thefigure for ig was derived by reducing the i6 figure g percent. This percentage represents the change in cash held by 385corporations as reported by the Standard Statistics Company.The estimate should be regarded as preliminary and subject toConsiderable revision.

Currency and deposits offinancial corporatiom other than
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banks. For 1932-36 the figure for financial corporations submit-
ting balan:e sheets, other than banks, was made available by the
Bureau of rnternal Revenue. Deposits of mutual life insurance
companies and building and loan associations are included. The
figure for 1937 was assumed to be 15 per cent less than in 1936,
the same as the percentage decline in the cash holdings of 49 life
insurance companies reported in the annual proceedings of the
Association of Life Insurance Presidents. The estimate is also
subject to revision, which may be drastic, when Statistics of In-
come for 1937 is published.

g. U. S. Government deposits in domestic commercial banks.
For 1934-37, taken from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion call reports for insured banks. For 1932 and 1933 estimates
were made from reports for member banks by multiplying these
figures by the ratio between U. S. Government deposits in in-
sured banks and in member banks in 1934-37.

10. Deposits of other public bodies. Obtained in same man-
ner as item g. The duplication referred to in the explanation of
item 5 is also involved in item i o because these figures were taken
from bank statements. The outstanding checks of state and local
governments are large but neither their size nor the change
therein can be estimated. The debits of state and local govern-
ment were reported only beginning with the week ended Febru-
ary 8, 1939, when they amounted to $360 million.

1 i. Deposits of foreigners. Figures for year-ends beginning
with 1932 taken from The Balance of international Payments of
the United States for 1937, Table 36, p. 87.

12. Deposits of foreign banks with Federal Reserve banks.
This item, which appears in the statement of the condition of
Federal Reserve banks, must be added to total deposits because
item i i, which is to be deducted, includes foreigners' deposits
with Federal Reserve banks, whereas the total deposits from
which the deduction is to he made do not. In Table I this addi-
tion is performed by deducting the item from the deductions.

i. Deposits of foreign banks with U. S. commercial banks.
Based on Federal Reserve Board and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation reports for member and insured banks. This item



must also be added back to total deposits because it
representsinter-bank deposits not included in item 6 hut iflcIu(lCd

in itemii.
14. Total deductions. Sum of items 7)), flhiflUS items 12 and13. It is the second main subtotal

referred to in the opening para-graph of this section.
i. Cvrrencv outside banks, U. S. Trea.surt, and corpora! ionsand deposits of domestic individuals in open (lOfliestiC

banks andin Postal Savings System. Item 6 minus item 14.i6. Annual change in item 15.
17. Annual c/lange in U. S. currency held abroad. Net receipts from abroad, shown as a negative figure iii Table I, mustbe added to the annual changes in item . and net shipmentsmust be deducted since they constitute changes in the domesticstock of cash which would otherwise not appear in the total. Thefigures, the reliability of which is rather doubtful, were takenfrom The Balance of International Payments of the UnitedStates.

i8. C/lange in individuals' deposits in close(l banks. The esti-mated annual change in individuals (leposits ifl closc(l banksmust be added to item i6, since closed banks were not includedin the above figures. The deposits of banks closed tiuring a givenyear are included in total deposits at the end of the precedingyear but not in total deposits at the end of the given year.The basic material for these estimates (Table is not servsatisfactory. The estimates were prepared by the authors, withthe advice of experts of the Board of Governors of the FederalReserve System and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation who,however, are not responsible for the figures. The footnotes toTable Ii describe in detail the methods and the sources used inconstructing the final figure.
19. Change in currency and deposits held by domestic itidi-viduaLc. Sum of items ifi and i8 minus item 17.Changes in the holdings of foreign currency and deposits ofindividual Americans in foreign banks should be added in Coil)-puting the final total, but there is no direct information concern-ing such changes, and the data now available are iilSUfhCICflt tOmake an estimate possible. It is believed, however, that non-individuals hold at least 95 per cent of the total deposits of Arner-
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TABlE I- I

CHANGF. IN INDIVIDUALS' DEPOSITS IN CLOSED RANKS

(millions of dollars)

1933 1934

i Deposits in banks closed dur-
ing yearS 3-599 37

s Deposits in banks reopened 2 410 2(i6
Dividends paid to unsecured
creditors 775 872

Change in deposits in closed
banks (l-2-3) +2,414 -1,101

Estimated change iii individuals'
deposits in closed banks + ' .6go

1 Figures for 1935 from Annual Report. Board of Governors. Federal Reservc
System. 1936, p. '77; for 1934-37 from Federal Reserve Thillctin (1938), p. 5l0 '953
figure excludes deposits in banks reopened between March s6 and June o.
2 From Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System. The 1933 figure is for July
to December only.
* Years ending October 31. The figures. which include offset allowances, are esti-
mated to be 280 per cent of the payments by national banks, reported for 1933-36
by the Comptroller of the Currency and estimated for 1937. fIle ratio of 280 C1

cent is based on figures for the cumulated deposits of suspended national and
gate banks.
4 Estimated at 70 per cent of total deposits on basis of relationship in open banks.

icans in foreign banks. The deposits of individuals in foreign
banks may therefore be neglected, since they would vary only be-
tween $ and $i million at the maximum.

II Individuals' Equity in Building and Loan Associations
(Table II)

In calculating individuals' saving through building and loan
associations, no distinction need he made between the form such
saving takes, namely, whether it is made in the form of purchase
of shares or in the form of an increase in deposits. For this reason
it can be measured from changes in the total assets of building
and loan associations. It is necessary. however, to deduct from
total assets the liability for funds contributed by non-individuals.
So-called share-loans or pledged shares should also be deducted

1935 1930 1937

10 II 20
20

747 221) 140

757 -209 -120

-530 145 85

SAVING AND iTS COMPONENTS 249



because they represent either unpaid balances due on shares oractual loans made to shareholders on the security of their shares.
The situation is more truly reflected if the share account and theshare loans are eliminated from both sides of the balance sheet.

The statistics of building and loan associations are unsatisfac-tory. The only comprehensive reports available up to 1936 arethe annual compilations of the United States Building and LoanLeague, which do not make possible an adjustment for shareloans. In recent years comprehensive and detailed statistics havebecome available for the federally chartered building and loanassociations and for those participating in the Federal HomeLoan Bank System. These associations, however, have less thanone-third of the total assets of all associatiolls Any series for sav-ing through building and loan associations must, therefore, behighly tentative. The following figures have been used:
i. Total assets of building and loan associations. From Build-ing and Loan Annals, pubhjhed by U. S. Building and LoanLeague.

2. Borrowed funds. Same source as item i.
. Preferred stock owned by Home Owners' Loan Corpora-tion. Taken from the Federal Ho,, Loan Bank Review andfrom the daily Treasury statement for the end of January, which

S

EM) OF YE

s Total aets
2 Borrowed funds

1932

7.7o
'933
6.978

'931
6,451

'935
5.889

1936

5.742

1937

575

Preferred stock owned by H.O.L.C.
4 Preferred stock owned by

280
a

272
0

209
a

183

20
205

126
239

20;

U. S. Treasury
Pledged shares

0 o i 49 49 48

6 Total deductions (2+3+4+5)
1.100
1.380

900
1,172

700
920

500

752
400

780
35Q

8
Net equity of individual
shareholders (a--6) 6,370 5,806 5.531 5,137 4,962 4,868

8 Change in net equity of individual
shareholdet-s 564 275 175

250
PART FOUR

TABLP II

CHAItGE IN INDIVIDUALS' EQUITY IN BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

(millions of dollars)
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shows in detail the assets and liabilities of government corpora-
tions and credit agencies for year-ends.

. Preferred stock owned by U. S. Treasury. The annual re-
ports of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board give the govern-
ment share subscriptions in member associations on December

i, 1935 and later years after deduction of Home Owners' Loan
Corporation holdings. The remainder represents direct Treasury
holdings which are confined to stock of federal associations. The
figures for earlier years were obtained from the itemized state-
ment of Treasury expenditures in the mid-month daily treasury
statements.

. Pledged shares. Figures for pledged shares are very inconi-
plete, as may be seen from the discussion of the statistics in Debts
and Recovery. The figures in Table II for ig tO 1936 are
those used in that volume. The 1937 figure is our estimate, based
upon the earlier years and discussions with experts at the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board.

Total deductions. Sum of items ç.
Net equity of individual shareholders. Item i minus

item 6.
Change in net equity of individual shareholders.

II! Individuals' Equity in Insurance and Pension Reserves
(Table Ill)

Saving through insurance, for the purposes of this study, is meas-
ured by the change in policyholders' net equity. i.e., total assets
minus capital obtained from non-policyholders and minus policy
loans and notes. This method lumps together changes in policy-
holders' and shareholders' equity. This, however, is not a draw-
back because most large life insurance companies and funds are
mutuals in which there are no stockholders or members distinct
from policyholders. The small undistributed net earnings of
stock companies. which will appear in the figure for corporate
saving (Sec. IX), have, however, been deducted in calculating the
net equity of policyholders.

A. G. Hart and the Committee on Debt Adjustment. Debts and Recovery

(Twentieth Century Fund, 1938). pp76,78. 80. 8s. and 8
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TABLE I I I

tND3VIflI'LS EQUITY IN INSURANcE ANfl PENSION
RESER'ES

(millions of dollars)

Legal Reserve Life Insurance
Companies
a Total assets
b Borrowings from REC
c Loans to policyholders

Net equity (abc)

e Change in net equity
I Corporate saving of

stock companies

d

g Change in net equity
of policyholders (e-1)

2 Fraternal Orders
a Total reserves
b Loans

c Net equity (ab)

d Change in net equity

U. S. Coy. Life Insurance
Fund
a Total reserves
h Loans

c Net equity (ab)
d Change in 'let equity

4 SOCiaJ Security Funds
a Total
b Change

Other Treasur Funds
a Total
b Change

6 Adj. Service Certifirate
Fund, Change

7 State and Muiiicipal Trust
Funds, Change

H iotal Change
(lg+2d+3d1b+Sb+6±.)

PART Fop

+500

+100 +200 +200 +200 +200

+460 +1423 +I.gi8 +2.712 +2.857

+i88 +1.145 +1.620 +1.813 +1.387

68o 822 850 888
37 45 54 6

924

68 7'

643 749 768 785 820 853

+1o6 +19 +17 +35 +33

559 615 66 724 789 850III 122 122 12$ 129 139

448 543 596 66o 711

+45 +50 +53 +64 +51

64 1,138

+64 +1.074

224 245 254 282 316 428
+21 +9 +28 + +112

1932 5933 jQj j9 Ic

6u 63

20,117 20.259 21,162 22.6,2 2426; 25.5

3.730 3.710 3.51(1 3.380 3.250 3.230

16,327 16.486 '7.599 19.196 20.984 22338

+159 +1.113 +1.597 4-,.88

---2() -
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1 LEGAL RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Total assets. Derived from annual proceedings of the Asso-
ciation of Life Insurance Presidents. A downward adjustment of
approximately 3 per cent, based on the ratio of reserves against
foreign business to total reserves, was made to allow for the fact
that some of the assets represent the equity of foreign policy-
holders.57

Borrowings from Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Taken from R. F. C. reports and deducted from item (a). Small
in amount, these borrowings are believed to constitute virtually
the only funds obtained from other than policyholders.

Poliq loans and premium notes in the United States. The
figure for all companies, which must be deducted from item (a),
was estimated from that for companies reported in the annual
proceedings of the Association of Life Insurance Presidents. The
published figures are based on about 50 companies holding fully
go per cent of the assets of all legal reserve life insurance compa-
nies in the United States, and show separately that part of policy
loans and premium notes emanating from time United States. The

estimate was made by applying to these figures the ratio of total

admitted assets of reporting companies to total admitted assets
of all companies.

Net equity. This item, item (a) minus items (b) and (c). rep-
resents the net equity of shareholders and policyholders to-

gether.

Changes in the equity of American policyholders in conlraOs with foreign life
insurance companies should, on the other hand, he counted as a separate item of

saving. In the absence of comprehensise information on the subject, no allowance
for this item was made in the final figures.

The Sun Life insurance Company of Canada reported its net liabilities, in mil-
lions of dollars, on United States business as follows;

FNIS OF

1932 1933 1Q14 I9 iomó '017
Amount i67 173 190 208 25. 22
Change +6 +17 +18 +23 +21

The total assets of (lie Sun Life insurance Company arnoUliL to about 40 pet cent
of those of all Canadian life insurance companies- No inforinalion is asailable on
equity of American policyholders with other foreign life insurance companies but

the amount and the changes in it may be assumed to be negligiblc
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Change in net equity.
Corporate saving of stock companies. Obtained from theIncome Section, Department of Commerce.
Change in polici'/iolders' net equity. Item (e) minus item(f). The deduction of item (f) eliminates the equity of sharehold.

ers in stock companies, leaving as a final figure the change in net
equity of policyholders in stock and mutual coinpal)ies.

2 FRATERNAL ORDERS

a) Total certificate and contingent reserves. Based on figures
taken from Statistics Fraternal Societies of the Fraternal Monitorand from tile New York Insurance Reports. Volume IV. The
t93537 figures from the Statistics Fraternal Societies are con-

sidered all-inclusive. For prior years the ratio between the I9
figure from this source and the corresponding figure in the New
York Insurance Reports was applied to tile 'other reserve' figures
in the New York Insurance Reports. All the figures were, how-
ever, adjusted for reserves against liabilities to foreign members
on the assumption that these were roughly equal to one-half thetotal liabilities to policyholders of Canadian companies includedin the statistics. As tile item is small, details of the adjustment
are not important

Loans and liens to polk-1' and certificate holders. Estimated
by multiplyir)g the data published in New York Insurance Re-
ports, Volume ii', by the ratio between total assets as given in
Statistics Fraternal Societies and New York insurance Reports.
This estimate was then adjusted for loans and liens to foreigners
on the assumptior) that half the total for foreign organizations
represented loans and liens to foreigners. Figures for 1936 and
1937 are estimated from a sample of the largest fraternal orders.

Net equity of individuals. Item (a) minus item (b).
Change in item (c).

3 U. S. GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE FUN!)
a) Total reserves. The 1932-36 figures appear in the annualreport of the Administrator of Veterans Affairs for 1937. Theestimate for 1937 is based on the rate of change during preceding

years.
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Policy loans. The source for 1932-36 figures and the esti-
mate for 1937 are the same as for total reserves.

Net equity. Item (a) minus item (b).

4 SOCIAL SECURITY FUNDS AND ACCOUNTS

This figure represents the change in investments of the Old Age
Reserve Account and the Unemployment Trust Fund, as re-
ported in the daily statement of the United States Treasury.

5
OTHER TREASURY FUNDS

Under this heading are included the Civil Service Retirement
Fund. the Foreign Service Retirement Fund, the Canal Zone
Retirement Fund, the Railroad Retirement Account, and the
Alaska Railroad Retirement Fund. Figures are obtained in the
same way as those for Social Security funds.

6 ADJUSTED SERVICE CERTIFICATE FUND

The certificates have been regarded as equivalent to annuity or
life insurance contracts although veterans have not made any
payments. the value of the certificates resulting purely from
allocations of U. S. Treasury funds. The equity of individuals

was therefore the difference between the estimated actuarial

value of the adjusted service certificates prior to their redemption

in 1936 and the loans made against them to veterans. Changes in

this equity from year to year were negligible except in 1936.

when the equity is estimated to have increased about $500 million

as a result of the premature payment of the face value. Estimates

are based on figures appearing in the annual reports of the Ad-

ministrator of Veterans' Affairs for maturity values of certificates

and loans against them.

7 STATE AND MUNICIPAL TRUST FUNDS

Changes in assets were taken as representative of changes in

equity of individuals in these funds. They were assumed to he

about twice the figure for New York State trust funds plus the

funds of cities having a population of 100.000 or over, as derived

from various issues of Financial Statistics of Cities (Bureau of the

Census, U. S. Department of Commerce). The i figure is esti-

mated on the assumption of a continuous growth.



IV Change in Individuals' Equity in Security
Holdings

(Table IV)
To measure the saving of domestic individuals in the form ofsecurities, it is necessary to calculate the net purchases (or sales)of securities by individuals and to deduct the increase (or addthe decrease) in their borrowings against securities. In theabsence of adequate figures l)earing directly on transactions by

TABLE IV

CHANGE IN INDIVIDUALS' FQUIrv IN SECURITWS

(iIlions of dollar;)

/933 'Qf 1935 fy36 /937
i Net change in securities

outstanding i (at cost value)
2 Change in foreign holdings 2

Change in holdings of domestic
non-iniividuals 3

4 Change in holdings of domestic
individuals

, Change iii borrowings of
domestic individuals on
securities 4

6 Change in domestic individuals'
equity in securities

I From Table IV-;.
2 From Table tV-4.

+1,164 +5.382

-1,338 -2,329

PART FO

+3,376 +4.303

+209 +139

-1,032 -2.357 +127 +602

From Table tV-5.
4 From Table IY-6.

domestic individuals, their net purchases or sales lutist be deter-mined indirectly. This is done by computing the joint net pur-chases or sales of securities by both individuals and institutionsand by adjusting the result for the net purchases or sales of insti-tutions and foreigners.
The figure for net purchases by individuals and institutionstogether is the sum of separate computations for different typesof securities. Data on new security issues of the federal govern-ment and its agencies, and o the states and their terrritorial sub-divisions, are directly available. But comprehensive informationis lacking on retirements by states and their subdivisions. It istherefore preferable to base the calculation directly ott the changein the amount of securities

outstanding in the hands of the pub-lic. This change is known accurately for securities of the federal

+1.317 +5.167 +3.044
+655 +309

+1.374 +4.124
+10 -f-So +270
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government and its agencies. For state and municipal securities

it has to be estimated rather crudely but even this estimate is
preferable tO a calculation of the difference between new issues

and retirements because statistics on retirements are very un.
satisfactory. On the other hand, net purchases or sales of corpo-

rate and foreign securities by individuals and iflStitUtioflS are
computed by subtracting estimated retirements from new issues.

Changes in the value of securities outstanding do not enter

into the computations because net sales and purchases are affected

only by new and retired issues. This is as it should be, for such
changes do not represent saving according to the definition used

in this study.
Net purchases and sales of securities by domestic individuals

are derived by subtracting from the difference between new

issues and retiremefl-S the changes in the holdings of domestic
institutional and foreign investors. To arrive at a figure iepre-

senting the net purchase and sale balances of institutional in-

vestors (i.e., the money spent or realized from transactions in

securities) it. is necessary to eliminate front the changes in their

holdings the effects of revaluations on securities held and of gains

and losses on the sale of securities. To effect this correction an

increase in holdings, reported in the balance sheets of institu-

tions, is reduced by the amount of write-ups and capital gains or

increased by the amount of write-downs and capital losses, while

the opposite adjustments are made in the case of a decrease in the

reported holdings.
The change in the equity of domestic individuals in securities,

summarized in Table IV, is computed as follows:

i. Net change in securities outstanding. This figure, the com-

putation of which is described in detail in Sec. 1-3 below, repre-

sents the gross receipts by issuers of securities less their expendi-

ture for retirements, including in gross receipts the amounts

received by underwriters and distributors. It therefore indicates

the net amount spent on purchases or received from sales of

securities by other than issueis.
2. Change in foreign holdings. This figure is the net purchase

or sale balance of foreigners taken from The Balance of Inter-

national Payments of the United States (see Table IV-4). Bond

redemptions and sinking fund payments to foreigners have to be
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rA1T Foupdeductcd. All such redemptions are included in our retircnentfigures but some of the securities retired were hekt abroad andmust be added back. Ibis addition is performed here by reducingthe change in foreign holdings which must be deducted from'net change in securities outstanding.' No adjustment for revalu-ation or capital gains or losses is necessary.

. Change in holdings of dOmes/U' flU fl-individul.
Compu-tation explained in detail in Section 4 below.

. Change in holdings of domestic individuals. Item i minusitems 2 and
.

. Change in doin es/ic in d zvzdua Is' borrow: ugs on securities.This item, whose computation is explained in Section r below,represents the change in net liabilities of individuals to non-individuals on account of securities. arK! must be deducted fromthe change in holdings to get the change in individuals' equity.6. Change in individuals' equity. This final item, used omeasure domestic individuals' saving in the form of securities,is equal to item 4 minus item 5.

I COMPUTATION OF NET CHANGE IN SECURiTIES
OUTSTANDING(TABLE 1V)

This item is the total of changes in the following types ofsecurities:
U. S. Government direct obligations. Measured by theannual change in direct interest-bearing obligations outstanding(including those held by Treasury funds and agencies) as shownby the daily statement of the U. S. Treasury, excluding bills andcertificates of indebtedness with maturities of less than one year.Exchanges of bonds and notes for certificates of indebtedness ofless than one year maturity are thus treated as cash offerings.U. S. Government guaranteed obligations. Of a totalUnited States guaranteed debt of $4,6 million at the end of1937, only $726 million represents net cash sales, $3,873 millionbeing net issues exchanged for other securities, mortgages andloans, and the remaining $r, million being net iSSUeS sold theU. S. Treasury

(which, however, is included in the contingentdebt of the United States). Exchange issues, as described above,together with retirements through like exchanges, have beenexcluded from Table 1)ata on the guaranteed debt are
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Total

TABLE tV-I

NET CHANGE IN SECURITIES OUTSTANDING

(millions of dollars)

259

NET

(:HANGE IN

SALES FOR SECURITIES

CASH RErIREMENTS OUTSTANDING

+3.044

1933

(i) (2) ()

U. S. Gov. direct obligations

U. S. Gos. guaranteed obligations

State and local 520 874 354

Corporate 515 68 i68
Foreign

70 iSo

Total
+1374

1934

U.S. Cos. direct obligations +4.'7S

U.S. Coy- guaranteed obligationS
+511

State and local 939 1.34)6 457
Corporate 715 743 +2

-410
Foreign

10 420

Total
+4.124

193c +1.202
U. S. Gor. direct obligations +245
U. S. Coy. guaranteed obligationS +39
State and local 1,232 1,193

Corporate 2.875 2.904 --29

Foreign 60 2X -140

Total
+1.317

1936 +4.305
U. S. Gov. direct obligations +33
U. S. Coy, guaranteed obligations -19
Siateandlocal 1.424 1,140

+978
Corporate 4.985 4.007

Foreign
i6o 290 -130

Total
+5,467

1937 +3.259
U.S. Coy, direct obligations
U.S. Coy. guaranteed obligations
State and local o$ 908

+
Corporate

2,600 2.582
-170

Foreign
450 324)



PART FOUR
based chiefly on statistics supplied by the Faun Credit

Adininjs-trat ion and the Home Owners' I.oan Corporation and On State-ments of the Public Debt.
Slate and municipal bonds. 1)ata concerning debts ofstates and municipalities are available only for June 'o or there-abouts from the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury.The figures used to represent these debts at calendar

year-endsare interpolations of these data, after deduction of the holdingsof such securities by state and local sinking funds.
Domestic corporate and foreign securities. l)ifferent:e be-tween the gross proceeds from cash sales of new securities andthe amount spent by issuers to redeem securities. l'he computa-tion of these two items is described more fufly iii the next twosections.

2 CASH SALES OF NEW DOMESTIC CORPORATE AND FOREIGNsEct'RIrlF:S (TAttLE IV-2)

Figures for new issues include only issues of one year maturityor over and have been built up as follows:
a) Issues offered for cash of which notice has appeared in thechief financial newspapers or statistical services, or records of the

TBLF 15-2
CASH SALES OF NEW DOMESTIC CORPORATE AND OF

FOREIGN SECURITIES

(millioni of dollar.c)

193 14 1034 1Q36 1Q37a (:h olenugs otlivr I kin Iine Ii to C 8o 540 2,680 4.750 2400
l Iucstrnent ffl115l)afly ISSOCS

120 150 170 200 200
c Small offerings not recorded in financial press io 20 20 20 20d Offerings of $iao.000 or less and intrastateissues not included in line a in so to 5° 50e Oil and gas royalty inttrests

20 20 20 30 30f Total cash offerings
(a+b+c+d-fe) 0 740 2,9(51 5.010 2,660g Unsold amount of cash offerings

25 25 25 25 6oh Cash sales of domestic corporate
securities (fg>

515 715 2,875 495 2.600i Cash offerings of foieign securities
j Cash sales of new securities th+i)
1 Lines a through h cover domestic securities onI.

2.935 5,145 2,750
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CommisSt011. whether regislere(l or not and whether /iubliclv
offered or sold privately. (A few private placings not so reported
but known from other sources are also included.) This compila-
tion is made by the staff of the Research and Statistics Section.

It has been assumed that all registered public utility issues, all
private placings, and all other issues offered through underwriters
were sold in full. For non-public utility issues offered for cash
but not sold through underwriters [except issues registered on
Form Ai, which have been taken account of under item (c)] a
deduction of 25 per CCflt of the amount offered has been made to

represent the proportion of the issues not actually sold. (To make
these estimates it was necessary to classify new issues by method
of offering. Since such a classification is not yet available before
January 1936 it has been assumed for these preliminary estimates
that the ratio of unsold to total offerings was the same for earlier

years as from January 1936 tO June 1937.)
Investment company issues. Taken from Table 2 of

Chapter III Part II, of the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion's Study of Investment Trusts and Investment Corn panies. It

is likely that only very small amounts of such securities have al-

ready been included under item 2 (a), thus constituting a minor

item of duplication.
Small registered issues for which no record of offering ap-

peared in the press. Sales estimated on the basis of follow-up
reports on securities registered on Form Ai under the Securities

Act, collected by the Research and Statistics Section. See Selected

Statistics on Securities and on Exchange Markets (Securities and

Exchange Commission, August 1939), pp. 34-7.
Issues of too,000 and less, and intro_state issues not in-

cluded in (a) above. No comprehensive information is available

but the statistics of interstate issues between $30,000 and

$100,000 for which prospectuses were filed with the Securities

and Exchange Commission indicate that the aggregate volume

of small new issues actually sold is almost negligible.

Oil and gas royalty interests. Rough estimates based on tabu-

lations of actual sales reported to the Securities and Exchange

Commission on Form Gi for part of the period.

f Total ca.sh offerings of domestic securities. Sum of items

(a) to (e).
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g) Unsold amou;it of ca.s/z ojJerings. Estjtitl
describedunder item (a) above.

ii) Cash sales of domestic corporate securilie Item (1)
item (g).

Cash oflerings of foreign securities. Obtainer! from regis.tration statements, financial publications, and the Balance q i.ternational Payments of the United S/a/es.
Cash sales of new securities. Item (li) plus item (i).

3 CASH RETIREMEN-fS OF DOMF:si'i(: (ORl'()R-FF AND
FOREIGN SECtJRITIES (rAisI.E iv')

a) Domestic corporate bonds redeemed ui t.as/ at 'naturil)
The amounts disbursed by corporations for Payment of matured

TABLE tV-3

CASH RETIREMENTS OF CORPORATE ANt) OF FOREIGN SEC(RlTlts
(mill Ions of dollars)

'0?; IQ4 '03c I(fl6 '9;7a Domestic corporate bonds redeemed
at maturity

313 193 -.b Domestic corporate bonds redeemed
belore maturity

167 243 2.242 2,961 1.850c Domestic corporate tenders for bonds
and stocks

35 35 35 35 35d Domestic corporate retirements of
preferred stock

.10 31 244 .148 a.6e Other repurchasesi
So So 70 70 Sof Total domestic corporate retirements 683 713 2,904 4007 2582g Retirements of foreign securities i8o 120 200 290 320h Total redemptions

863 833 3.104 4,297 2.902

'Includes only repurcha by irneatment companies.

bonds were estimated from Moody's Investors Service and Stand-
ard Statistics' lists of maturing bonds. A check was made of all
maturing issues of $i million and over to detei-niiuc the amounts
actually paid off in cash at maturity, i.e.. eliminating issues ex-tended or defaulted ISSUeS of less than Si million were estimatedto have been redeemed in the same proportion as the largerissues. For small railroad issues, which consisted largely of

For all issues under $i million an attempt was made to determine, by taking afew sample months, the percentage actuall paid in cash, but the result was un-satisfactory because so little information on small issues of small companies couldbe obtained,
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equipment trust certificates on which defaults have been very
rare, a cash payment ratio was applied which was about 20 per
cent higher than the ratio for the issues of $i million and over.

Certain adjustments in the total monthly maturity figures
were necessary in order to exclude issues floated outside the
United States, as well as foreign dollar bonds. Moreover, correc-
tiOnS were made to strike out is.sues that had been called for re-
demption prior to maturity but were still carried in the maturity
list. Deletions and additions were also made in several cases
where issues were included or omitted from the lists by error,
or otherwise. Adjustments were made only in the issues of
$i million and over, but the percentage of error in the remainder
is probably not great, as maturities of $i million and over com-
prise about 70 per cent of total maturities.

b) Domestic corporate bond-s redeemed before maturity.
Figures for bonds called for redemption prior to maturity are
those compiled by the New York Times (also carried by the
Annalist). From spot checks for several months we believe that
this compilation is fairly accurate. Consequently we adjusted the
New York Times total only to take care of the estimated pre-
miums above par at which the calls were made. Sample studies
showed an average call price for railroads of 105 per cent from
1933 to 1937; for industrials and miscellaneous issues, 102 per
cent (except for 1936, when 103 per cent was estimated to be the
average call price); while for public utility issues, the average
price at which bonds were called appeared to be 102 per cent of

par for 1933-35, 103 per cent for 1936, and 104 per cent for 1937.

Comparison of Standard Statistics' lists of bonds called for
redemption with the individual issues reported by the New York

Times shows that the two correspond very well for partial, entire,
and sinking fund calls for domestic industrials, public utilities,
and rails. (The test covers four or five months.)

The total individual issues posted in Standard Statistics never-

theless exceeded the New York Times computation of bonds
called for redemption. The difference, therefore, must be due

to the omission froni the New York Times figures of some issues

marked 'v.b.' (various bonds) and 'e.i.' (entire issue) or 'e.s.'

(entire series) where definite information is difficult to get. Thus

our figures probably underestimate actual retirements.
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Tenders for bonds and stocks. A sampling Of
(lifferejitmonths from 1934 through 1937 indicated that

Coiporatj(i1sallotted between 52 and $4 million per month for
l)Hrcktse oftheir bonds and stocks by tender, including tenders for Sulk jflrfund. A rough figure of Si tnihhioii per year was used to reI)rCSetitactual retirements by this method.

Retirements of preferred stock. Tabulated from the pressand financial services. T'he figure obtained in this 1sa is urninclusive, however, because the data on the exact number ofshares called are insufficient. Some entire and many ixirtial callswere Consequently omitted. The retirements of whole issues thatwere omitted were mostly those by small companies, the changesin whose capitalization would probably not have affected thetotal materially. It is believed that partial tails omiucd are likc-wise not very large. No definite information exists on whith toestimate the degree of understatement.
Other repurcliases. Includes only the repurchases of theirown securities by investment companies as reported in theSecurities and Exchange Commission's St ,tdv of I lives! mdiiTrusts and investment

(;oinpanie.s (Part II, Ch. III). Other re-pm-chases had to be omitted because of the impossibility ofobtaining adequate data.
Total retirements by domestic corporations. This figure,the sum of items (a) to (e), falls short of actual total retirementsby an amount that, though unknown, is believed to be smallrelative to retirements included in the statistics. However, theabsolute amount of retirements and repurchases, which apparently escape the usual sources of information, seems to have beenconsiderable, possibly between S500 million and Si billion for1933-37, most of which was apparently in corporate (IOII1CStiC

Sbonds. If these figures, based on estimates by the 1)epartment ofCommerce of securities outstanding (Survey of Current Business,January 1939) and certain unpublished tabulations of Sched-ule N of the corporation income tax returns for mq6, are correct,then the underestimates of retirements are in the order of 5 tomo per cent. While a certain underestimation of retirements isfairly certain, the evidence is not yet definite enough to makepossible adjustment for individual years. For this reason no k
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adjustlflC11t has beCu attcmptcd in the cstimatcs derived from
the available sources detailed under items (a) to (e).

Retirements of foreign securities by issuets. Taken from
The Balance of International Payments of the United Sta1e
(Table IV-4).

TABLE 15-4

CHANGE IN FOREIGN SECURITY HOLDINGS

(millions of dollorl)

Foreign securities resold to Icircigners

2 American securities sold to foreigners
Foreign securities purchased from foreigners
American securities repurchased from
Foreigners

Net (1-1-2-3-4)

Bond redemption and sinking fund
payments to foreigners

Net, mci. retirements of American
securities (5-4i) +10 +8o +270

Total rede7nptions. item (f) plus item (g).

4 COMPUTATION OF CHANGE 1N HOLDINGS OF DOMESTIC NON-

INDIVIDUALS (TABLE iv)

This figure is built up from the reported security holdings of

different types of 'institutional' holders.
U. S. Treasury investment accounts. Figures for the security

holdings of these accounts at the end of calendar years since 1934

were obtained from special tables prepared by the Treasury
Department.59 For i 932 and i q data concerning accounts for
which special United States securities are issued were taken from

the daily statement of the U. S. Treasury. Estimates for other

funds were derived by averaging the June figures, which appear

in the annual reports of the Secretary of the Treasury. In the case

of funds not reported in the annual reports, estimates were made

by extrapolation.
U. S. Government corporations and credit agencies. For

5 Since December 1937 all holdings of this t.pe are reported in a monthly re-

lease on Securities held as Investments in -rrtist Funds and In Accounts of
Certain Governmental Corporations and Agencies'.

+655 +3°9

1933 1934 1935 1936 '937
365 510 425 593 666

760 480 1,305 2,683 2,274

68 405 475 540 602

580 480 970 2,070 2,014

+60 +105 +285 +670 +324

50 25 15 I5 15



U. S. Treasury intestment
accout Its

U. S. Government corpora-
tions and credit agencies
Federal Reserve l,ank
Operating commerc,I
banks

Closcd national bank,
Mutual savings banks
Private banks
Legal reserve life iflurance
companies
Fraternal order
Other insurance companies

bonds
storks

State and munkipal Irut
and investment funds
Investment companies
Other corporations 2

Building and loan asso(j.
tioiis 4

Change in unadj. holdings
Adjustment for securities
received in exchange for
mortgages, loans, and other
securities
Adjustment for profits and
losses 6

CHANGE IN SECUgfl'' HOLI)JN(;S OF 1)OMES7jç

(rnjfljom of dollars)

'3' 364 1.2 i,4p '4 1.5801.440 i ,6 I.M5$ .R2 1.907

13.65$
13.14.1 i6.qq. I&7q2 21.12. '9.676

137 84 i I)4.049 4,156 4g4 4.62 .no -

35.102 35.974 13.174 47.329 52.047 54.515

+872 +7,200 +4.155 +1.718 +s68

s Adj. change in IIOfl-indi.
vidual holdings (p+q+r) +1.164 +5.382 +3.6 +4.303 +2.596

Arbitrary base figure.
Tax-exempt securities only.Assumed no change from .936.

4 From Table 14. Debts and Recovey Figures represent 'inveatmenic' whichinclude chiefly stock in Federal Home Loan Bonds and H. 0. L. C. Ronds.5Assumed equal to
Losses to be added and proflis to be suhtractd,
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i934-37 figures were obtained from the daily Treasury statement.
year-end figures for 1932 and 1933 were estimated by averaging
June figures given in special tables from the Treasury Depart-
ment. Since these agencies, as well as the Treasury's investment
accounts, do not apparently hold any short terni securities, no
further adjustments are necessary.

Federal Reserve banks. From iqi to 1937 holdings of
United States long term securities are reported separately in the
Federal Reserve Bulletin. For 1932 and 1933, however, all
United States securities held by the Federal Reserve banks are
reported without distinction as to type. For these two years bills
and certificates of less than one year maturity were estimated on

the basis of information obtained from the Federal Reserve
Board regarding the distribution of the System's holdings. These

holdings of bills and certificates were deducted from the total
reported United States security holdings in order to obtain the
desired figure on holdings of Treasury securities with a maturity

of over one year.
Operating commercial banks. For 1g-37 the figures.

taken from reports of the Federal l)eposit Insurance Corpora-
tion, cover operating insured banks. Estimates for 1932 and 1933

are based on the annual reports of the Federal Reserve Board

which show holdings of U. S. Government obligations and other

securities separately. The ratio, for each of these two groups, of

holdings of all commercial banks to holdings of member banks

of the Federal Reserve Systems as given for June 30, 1934 in the

'Call Reports of Insured Banks' of tile Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporations was applied to the figures for holdings of member

banks alone at the end of 1932 and ig. Holdings of Treasury
bills are deducted, since they are not included in the figures

from which institutional holdings are subtracted. They are re-

ported separately from 1934 on and were estimated for 1932 and

1933 by assuming that at the end of those years they constituted

the same proportion of total United States security holdings of

commercial banks as at the end of 1934. Holdings of stock in

Federal Reserve banks are also deducted.
Closed national banks. Information is available only on the

sal.s in the New York market of the securities for the account of

suspended national banks. The figures, which were supplied by



i'ARr tOUR
the Comptroller of the Currency, are supposc(j to ('Over die salesof all securities by such banks except those of local

iSSUCS. Sjflno basis exists for an estimate of the sales by susI)eIldCd statebanks (and the sales of local securities by national banks) they areof necessity omitted from Table IV-5. The figures ('or
change in non-individual holdings' in the last line of Tabletherefore slightly overstate the increase in

non_in(Ii\i(Itlll bold.ings from 1933 through 1937 and correspon(lingly
t1I1(lerstatethe increase (or overstate the decrease) in individual liOl(lingsas shown in line 6 of Table IV. The extent of this omissionhowever, is very small compared to total changes in non_j.j.ual and individual holdings.

Mutual .cavings bankc. Figures used for the end of each yearfrom 1932 to 1935 are averages of J tine 30 data, as reported by the
Comptroller of the Currency. For 1936 and 1937 the report givesthe figures as of December 31. No deduction was made for
Treasury bills, but it is assumed that their amount is small.

Private bank.s. Estimates for holdings at the end of ,q andof 1936 were derived by averaging the June 30 figures reportedby the Comptroller of the Currency. From 1932 to i the esti-mates were made on the basis of these figures and supplen1entarinformation taken from the statements of j. P. forgan and Co.A special release by the Treasury Department gave the figure for'937. No deduction is possible for Treasury bills held.
Legal reserve life Insuraizee co11Ipanie Based on reportsof the Association of Life Insurance Presidents, the figures fromthis source being divided by the ratio of total admitted assetsof the Companies included to total admitted assets 0 all life

insurance Companies, Bill holdings, which have to be deducted,are taken directly front Poor's Insurance Coin puny Holdingc bytotaling figures for individual comj)anics.
For U. S. Governmeiit guaranteed obligations, totals are de-rived from Poor's Imurance Conpa,,. Ifoldj,, for those 5companies included in the Wall Street Journal weekly statisticson life insurance companies' purchases. I'hIc totals for thesecompanies which are assumed to represelit o per CCIIL of totaladmitted assets of all life insurance conipanies are accordinglyincreased i i per cent.

Fraternal orders. The estimate of total securities held by
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fraternal orders at the end of each year from (932 to 1935 is based
on the holdings of United States and Canadian societies doing
business in New York, as shown in the New York Insurance
Reports, Volume IV, and the ratio of the assets of these societies

to total assets of all United States and Canadian fraternal orders
doing business in the United States, as given by Statistics Fra-
ternal Societies. Aggregate bond and stock holdings for societies
in New York, as given in the New York Insurance Reports, are
divided by the ratios thus determined, the results being used as
estimates of holdings of all societies. No deduction is possible

for holdings of Treasury bills, which are believed to be small.
For 1936 and 1937 total 1)011(15 and stocks arc assumed to bear the
same ratios to all assets as they (10 in the estimates for 1935,
namely, 67.0 per cent for domestic societies and 45.0 per cent foi

Canadian societies.
Other insurance corn JMA nies. Based on totals for casualty,

surety, reciprocal, Lloyds, fire, marine, and automobile insurance
companies as given in annual volumes o the Spectator. Only

combmcd totals are available in 1932-36 for U. S. Government

direct and guaranteed and foreign obligations. Of these totals.

7 per cent (the approximate ratio for 1937) is assumed to consist

of foreign securities and the remainder of tJ. S. Government
direct and guaranteed obligations.

Changes in balance sheet figures for stocks are strongly in-
fluenced by write-tips and write-(IOWI1S reflecting changes in
market price. Comparison of the balance sheet figures with move-

ments of stock prices suggests that in 1934 and 1937 there were

no significant net purchases or sales. in 1935 and 1936 small net

purchases somewhat arhitrauly estimated at $o million in each

year, were indicated; no estimate was possible for 1933.

State and municipal trust and investment funds. The single

available figure, referring only to tax exempt securities in June

1937, is published in the annual report of the Secretary of the

Treasury, for the fiscal year 1937 (p. 468). This figure is approxi-

mately three times as great as the figure for 'city securities' plus

'other investments' ° reported for cities with a population of
6G This figure for 'other investments' includes an unknown amount of time

deposits, according to the Bureau of the Census. Since the change in other invest-

menL'' is not very great from year to year, the error involved in assuming that

the item represents securities alone is probably not very important.
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ioo,000 and over at the end of it6 in Financial Statistics ojCities. in the absence of satisfactory data on which to base anestimate, it was necessary to assume that this ratio also appliedin preceding years. Securities held in state and municipal sinkingfunds are not included in this item since they have been omittedin calculating the change in securities outstanding underitem IV I (c).
1) Investment companies. The figures for 1933-35 are basedon the net purchase and sale balances of i management invest-ment companies accounting for about two-thirds of total assetsof all such companies (see Study of investment Trusts and invest-ment Companies, Part II, Ch. Viii). Estimates for 1936 and 1937are based on similar data reported to the Securities and ExchangeCommission by 23 companies which hold about 40 per cent oftotal assets of investment companies. See Selected Statistics, pp.88gi.

Other corporations. For 1932-36 figures for tax-exemptsecurities were taken from the combined balance sheet of non-financial corporations submitting balance sheets with their in-come tax returns, published in Statistics of Income. The figurefor 1937 jS assumed to be the same as for 1936. (Changes in theholdings of financial corporations are taken care of in items (e)to (li), (j), and (I) above.)
Changes in the figures reported for other investments appearto reflect to a large extent write-ups and write-downs and otherrevaluation items. In the absence of data on actual purchases andsales and of any information on which to base a satisfactoryestimate, other investments have been disregarded and onlytax-exempt investments have been included in the calculations.Securities held by building and loan associations. Since thetotal assets of these associations have already been included incomputing the equity of individuals in building and loan asso-ciations, their holdings of securities must be deducted from mdi-viduals' holdings of securities in order to avoid double-counting.The figures for 1933-36 were taken from the Twentieth CenturyFund study, Debts and Recovery (p. 303). The figures for 1932and 1937 are assumed to be the same as those for and 1936.respectively.
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Total holdings of domestic non-individuals. The suni of
items (a) through (n) represents the actual or estimated balance
sheet holdings, without correction to eliminate the effects of
write-ups and write-downs and of realized profits or losses on the
sale of securities of domestic non-individuals.

Annual change in total holdings of domestic non-individ-
uals (unadjusted). Change in item (o).

Securities received by institutions in exchange for mort-
gages, loans, and other securities. These securities must be de-
ducted from non-individuals' holdings, since they are not in-
cluded in the figures for new issues of securities from which the
changes in non-individuals' holdings are to be subtracted. The
amounts of securities exchanged by institutions for mortgages
or other securities were estimated on the basis of information
supplied by the Home Owners' Loan Corporation and the
Federal Farm Mortgage Credit Corporation.

Profits and losses, write-ups and write-downs on securities.
Profits and write-ups are deducted from the change in unadjusted
holdings, and losses and write-downs are added. Tue figure for
commercial banks was estimated from reports for all member
banks of the Federal Reserve System for 'g3; for 1934-37 the
figures were taken from the annual reports of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation for operating insured banks. The esti-
mate for life insurance companies is based on the reports of five
companies with 55 per cent of the assets of all United States legal
reserve life insurance companies. No adjustment is possible for
the holdings of other institutions. None is necessary. however,
for items (j) and (1), where the estimates relate to net purchase
or sale balances rather than changes in the value of holdings.
For items (a), (b), (c), (k), and (m) profits and losses and write-ups
and write-downs may be assumed to be small.

Annual change in adjusted holdings of non-individuals.
This final figure is equal to item (p) plus items (q) and (r).

5 COMPUTATION OF CHANGE IN DOMESTIC INDIVIDUALS' BOR-

ROWINGS ON SECURITIES (TABLE w-6)

For the purposes of this study only borrowing on secuTities by
individuals or unincorporated businesses from banks or other
incorporated lenders is taken into account. Borrowing by one



TABLE nv-6

CHAN(;E IN BORROWINGS OX SECURII-IFS
BY I)OMFS11C tNl)l'[ I) UALS

individual front another is onlnte(1 since it must cancel in thenational total, the liability of the borrower being offset by theasset of the leu(lcL- Adjustnients have to be made, however, forborrowing on secu ri tics by foreigners from
domestic i iid I vicluals,Fairly satisfactor' and Comprehensive figures arc availablefor the loans on seCurities made by banks to brokers and dealersin securities Most of the borrowers may be assumed to l)C un-incorporated, Considerably more serious difficulties are en-countered in determining the borrowing OIl Securities frombanks by lfl(li%'idtlaJs Some of these loans are made to domestic

corporations and to foreigners hut no definite information as tothe proportion is available, For the purposes of this calculation,changes in borrowing on securities by domestic individtlals and
Unincorporated l)llSjflesses from corporatjoiis other thaii banksWere aSSLImed tO he negligible, Table IV-6 shows tile conipo-nent figures, the details of wiiidi are discussed in the followingParagraphs.

a) Copi,niercjal bank loans to brokers and (/pales in securitiesFigures for all insured banks are available lot' the end of U)S4and .sul)sequent years froni thc annual reports of the FederalI)eposit Insurance Corjx)ration, An cliti rely satiskictrs' -om -parable estimate for 1932 and Is (-all t)e nlade Oil tIle basis of

5412 2.94q

+82 163

I

(millions of dollars)

a Cornnsecj, bank loans to
irok ers a titl dealers in seen -

rities

1932 1933 1934 '935

b 'All other loans' by corn-
mctcizi I banks to iiid ividua Is

614 1,032 l6 1.268

On Securities
c 'Fool individuals' borrow iligs

on securities

3.1211 2.676 2.328 2.152

d Foreigners' (lebit balances
with brokers

3,7ot .3g6 3.121)

e Total ne domestic individ-
uals' borrowings on securities

6o ithI gi 9"

(cd)
I Change 3.971 3.6u8 3,302 3,3i'366 306 +28

1936

'.117 97'

2,068

3S'5 3,0i

103 66

272
PART FOUR
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the figures for all member banks reported annually by the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. These figures run
consistently about per cent below those for operating insured
commercial banks in the years when both are known. It has been
assumed that, in the period studied, all the changes in this figure
may be attributed to unincorporated brokers and dealers.

'All other loans' by commercial banks to individuals on
securities. Based on 'all other loans on securities' by operating
insured commercial banks from 1934 (0 1937, S reported by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The figure for 1q32 and
1933 was estimated from the statistics for member banks of the
Federal Reserve System in a manner similar to the estimate in
item (a), except that in this case the ratio of member to insured
banks was only 90 per cent.

In the absence of any concrete indications it has been assumed,
for the present purposes, that about two-thirds of such loans are
attributable to borrowing by domestic individuals and un-
incorporated businesses.

Total individuals' borrowings on securities. Item (a) plus
item (b).

Foreigners' debit balances with brokers. This figure, taken
since 1934 from Statistic.c of Capital Movements, published by
the Treasury Department, must be deducted from total individ-
uals' borrowings on securities in order to obtain the net liabilities
of domestic individuals on securities. Figures for 1q:2 and 1933
are estimated on the basis of total customers' debits with brokers.

Total net domestic individuals' borrowings on securities.
Item (c) minus item (d).

V Change in Individuals' Equity in Non farm Dwellings

(Table V)

This series is built up by estimating the annual expenditure on
construction, additions to, alterations, amid repairs of one to four
family nonfarm dwellings, deducting depreciation, and adjust-

ing the remaifl(ler for changes in the mortgage indebtedness of
individuals to institutionS on account of such dwellings and for
changes in institutional holdings of such dwellings.
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TABlE V
CHANGE IN INDIVIDUALS EQUITY IN NONF.'tRM DWFLLIN(;s

(millions of dollars)

i Net construction of one to
four family nonfarm dwell-ingal

2 Change in institutional hold-
ings of one to four family non-
farm dwellings 2
Change in mortgages on one
to four family nonfarm dwell-
ingaa

4 Change in indisiditals' eqUitY

i From Table V-t.
2 From Table V-2.

From Table V-.3.
The final figures were computed as follows:i. Net construction 0/one to Jour family non farm dwellings.Derived from estimates of new construction, additions, altera-tions, repairs, and depreciation. For details see Section i andTable V-i, below.
2. Change in institutional holdings of one to four familynon Jann dwellings. Increases in institutional holdings must bededucted from net construction and decreases added thereto inorder to find the net change in individuals' ownership. The fig-ures are estimates based on data obtained from various sources,indicated in the footnotes to Table V-2.
. Change in mortgages on one to four family nonfarm dwell-ings held by institutions. In order to compute the equity of indi-viduals, increases in individuals' mortgage indebtedness toinstitutions must also be deducted from net construction and de-creases must be added. The figures are estimates of the Feder!Home Loan Bank Board. For details see footnotes to Table V-3.4. Change in individuals' equity in non farm dwellings. Itemi minus items 2 and .

1 COMPUTATION OF NET CONSTRUCTION OF ONE TO FOURFAMILY NONFARM
DWELLINGS (TABLE v-)

a) Cost of all new non farm residential construction. The fig-ures are those prepared by the Division of Construction and

'937 'oU ';s iq;6 ,q;

1,105 732 235 -135

+363 +426 +314 +145 +165

1.227 +211 345 ioi3(15 1.742 855 35 199
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Table V-3

eliings. Item

E TO FOUR

on.Thef
rucdolIa1

a Cost of all new nonfarm resi-
dential construction

b Percentage of line a composed
of one to four family dwell-
ings

c Cost of new one to four family
nonfarm dwellings

d Additions to. alterations, and
repairs of nonfarni dwellings

e Assumed cost of additions to.
alterations, and repairs of one
to four family nonfarm dwell-
ings

f Annual depreciation on one
to four family nonfarin dwell-
ings'

g Net construction of one to
four family nonfarm dwell-
ings (c+ef)

193 '99 557 1.132 i,i6

R 88 86 83 *6

i.i6g 1,105

69 95 140 153 i68

1.328 1,303

732 235 135

I CALCULATION OF DEPRECIATION (millions of dollars)

1933 1934 1933

i Cost value, beginning of year 70,000 6S.g8 67.223 65.872

2 Additions to stock to be de-
predated (50% of new con-
struction) i,6 i 310 546 584

DepreciatiOn (2% 011+2) 1402 1.375 1,351 1.328 1.303

Value, end of year (is) 68,598 67.223 65.872 64.544 63,241

Percentage of item (a) consisting of one to four family non-

farm dwellings. Same source as item (a).

Cost of new one to four family nonfarm dwellings. Product

of items (a) and (b) divided by iou.
Additions to, alterations, and repairs of nonfarm dwellings.

Same source as item (a). Also covers only housekeeping dwellings.

Estimated additions to, alterations, and repairs of one to

1936 1937

64.544

SAVING AND ITS COMPONENTS

Public Employment, Department of Labor, from statistics of
building permits. They do not include hotels, clubhouses, dormi-

tories, etc.

TABLE V-I

NET CONSTRUCTION OF ONE TO FOUR FAMILY NONFARM
DWELLINGS

(millions of dollars. eEcept line b)

1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

275

940 1,0(2)164 175 479

126 187 204 22492

1,375 1.3511.40!
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four fitmily ;,oflJaTfl1 dwellings. Assumed to 75 i ceig o
item (d).

Annual depreciation of one to lo fauul'
ionJ1LrTh dwefl.

ings. Estimated at 2 p cent of the cost of the dwcIIins (exdud.
ing land values). The depreciated cost value at the hegiiin of
1933 was estimated to be approximately

$o biUion,
equivalent

to about $,000 per nonfarm dwelling unit. For the detailed cow.
putation of this item see footnote to Table Vi.Net construction of one to four family non farm

dwellings.
Item (c) plus item (e) minus item (f).

TAttLE V-2
INSTITUTIONAL HOLDINGS OF ONE TO FO(R FAMILY NO\FR\tDWELLINGS

(millions oJ dollars)

Line i For 1937, Sixth il;inwzl Report of t5dcra1 1101111' Loon Rank Boa,d,
Exhibit I, p. too. Figures for other years are estimated

in, the assUluptioll thai
holdings of one to tour

family dwellings bore the s:tiue tatio to total rbaii
real estate holdings as did loans on such dwellings

to lo.irts ott all urban real
estate at the end of each year. This ratio was bused on Federal Home I.OIi
Batik Board

estin,ates of loans on one to lour ftiiiiiv
dwellings and F.D.l.C.

figures for total loans on urban real estate. It was applied to the figure for
total urban real estate held as reported liv the Federal l)c1x*it !lUrlflCc
Corporation or Federal

Reserve Board.Line 2 Sources same as for line i.1.110' ; For 1932-34 derived in a way analogous to that ilestiticd foi lint t:
for !93537, Irons Federal

Home 1.oap Ib:UI Ili,uii.Line i Assumed equal to tlO per cent of holdings of teat estate owned. itot in.
eluding office buildings, as rcpoilctl ill Building aud 1.00?, .1 iiiialt for t9325

Line s For 1937, estimate of the Felcraj Home Loan fltik BoatiL Figtti (01
1932-36 derived by assuming that holdings of one to lour family dwellings by
mortgage and other companies

increased between the end of 1932 and the end
of 1937 at the same rate as those for banks and life

cotnpani
taken together.

l.ine 6 From annual
reports of Home

Owners' Loan Corpc'ratioti.

Ii

J932 1933 1934 J,35 1936 i
i Commercial banks

t6o 169 20t 238 242 225

2 Mutual savings banks 120 190 270 330 31J0 400
Life insurance companies i 1911 256 302 305 305
Building and loan associations 8g 746 930 .030 1.050 930

5 Mortgage and other companies ij o 310 30 4151

6 Home Owners Loan Corporation
6 99 3i

7 Total
I.I;8 1.541 1,967 2.21 2.126 2.6t8 Change

+363 +426 +314 +1.15 +165
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(millions of dollars)

souRcE: Sixth .lniival Repost of Federal Ifonte Loan Bank Board, p. i6, for
1934-37 figures; 1932 and 1933 figures supplied by [lie Board.
1 Does not iI1CIU(lC loans held by title and mortgage companies, construction
companies, trust departments of commercial banks, and miscellaneous lciulc,-s.

Vi Change in Individuals' Equity in ziutoinohiles
(Table VI)

It has been assumed that all passenger cars are owned and oper-
ated by individuals or unincorporated businesses and that all
trucks are owned and operated by corporate business or govern-
ment Units. While neither assumption is strictly correct the er-
rors are probably not very large and tend to cancel one another
to a certain extent.

TABLE VI

INDIVIDUALS' EQUITY IN AUTOMOBILES

(millions of dollars)

The final figure is computed as follows:
i. Retail sales of passenger cars. Estimates (since published

with minor changes) made by George Terborgh. The general

/933 1934 1935 1936 1937

t Retail sales 975 1,341 1.992 2,539 2,706

2 Depreciation t,6i 1,678 1,699 1.812 1,930

3 Net 586 337 +293 +697 +776

4 Change in instalment debt +90 +100 +60 +366 -1-84

5 Change in individuals' equity --676 437 +233 +331 +692

1932 1933 1934 1935 5936 1937
i Conunercial banks 1.995 i.Sio 1,189 i,i8g 1,230 1,400
2 Mutual savingc banks 3,375 3.200 3,000 2$o 2,750 2.700

Life insurance companies 1,835 1,715 1,535 1.351 l,'05 1,330
4 Saving and loan associations 5.756 4,906 4,012 344)7 3.3(1) 3,480

Home Owners' Loan Corporation 103 2.209 2,8c47 2,763 2,398

6 Total 12,961 11,734 11,945 1)754 11,409 11,308

7 Change 1,227 +211 --191 315 --101
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TABLE V-3

MORTGAGES HELD BY INSTITUTIONS ON ONE TO FOUR FAMILY
NONFARM DWELLINGS'

RT FOUR

per of

tarm dwelt.
gs (exciud..

ginning of
equival
tailed corn.

dwellings

ONFARM

1936 1937
242 225
364) 400
305 305

,03() 930
390 4(X)

99 33'

426 2,591

145 +165

bink Board,
mption that
total urban
I urban real
Home Loan
md F.D.l.C.
e figure for
t Insurance

for line i;

icd, not in-
1932-37.

Figures for
wellings by
iid the end
companies
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method of Computation used by him is to estimate the averagewholesale value of passenger cars in the United States Ofl thebasis of published figures for factory sales. The resulting averagewholesale value is increased by an estimated average mark.0 toobtain an estimate for average retail value per car. This last fig-
ure is then multiplied by the reported number of new passengercars sold at retail.

2. Depreciation. Based on unpublished figures by Terborghwho has estimated the depreciation on automobiles in 1929 dol-lars. His estimate was converted into current dollars on the basisof his price figures. The basic estimate uses depreciatiofl ratesbased on a life expectancy increasing from 7.95 to 8.v years.
. Net change in the value 0/individuals' automobiles Itemi less item 2.

4. Change in instalment debt. The figure for 1937 is based
on Department of Commerce figures for outstanding retail auto-
mobile receivables of 224 identical organizations at the end ol1936 and of 1937. No satisfactory year-end figures are availablebefore 1936. The net change for 1936 has been approxjjnathowever, by using the figure for the change during the year endedJanuary 31, 1937. The figures for 1933-35 are rough estimatebased on the percentage of new cars sold on the instalment plan,the average amount per instalment note, and the estimated in-stalment debt outstanding as a percentage of new business.

5. Change in individuaLc equity. Item less item
.

VI! Change in Individual,c' Equity in Durable Consumers'Goods other than Houses and A utornobjies (Table VI!)
The principle used to compute this figure is identical with thatused for automobiles. The figures for depreciation and forchanges in instalment debt are even less satisfactory than the cor-responding figures in the preceding series.

Change in owners' equity is estimated as follows:i. Retail sales of household goods. Estimated by Terborgh.2. Estimated depreciation. Based on Terborgi-i's estimate ofdepreciation OH household goods in 1929 prices. Conversion tocurrent prices is based on the relation between Terhorgh's fig-
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ures for expenditures in terms of 1929 and current prices. This
figure should be regarded merely as an informed guess. Solomon
Fabricant, who has made the most thorough published study of
depreciation, did not try to estimate depreciation On furniture or
other durable consumers' goods because of the unsatisfactory na-
ture of the data.61

Net change in household goods. Item i minus item 2.
Construction by non-profit institutions. Estimated by Ter-

borgh.

TABLE VII

INDWIDUALS' EQUITY IN DURABLE HOUSEHOLD GOODS OTHER
THAN HOUSES AND AUTOMOBILES

I7 (millions of dollars)

irtijJ 1933 1934 1935 1916 1q17
Retail sales of household goods 2.470 3050 3,550 4.500 5,0(5)

2 Estimated depreciation 3.227 3.341 3411 3.532 3,766
Net change in household goods 1-2) 757 291 -+139 +968 +1.234
Construction by non-profit institutions gfi g ii. i 190
Estimated depredation on structures
of non-profit institutions 228 238 236 248 8o

6 Net change in structures of non-profit
institutions (4,) 132 143 122 114 90,. j 7 TotaL net change (3+6) 889 434 +17 +854 + '.144

8 Change in instalment debt +Ioo +100 4-300 +300 +100
9 Change in individuals' equity (7-8) 989 283 +554 +1,044

5. Estimated depreciation on structures of non-profit institu-
tions. The estimate in current prices is based oii Terborgh's esti-
mate of depreciation in 1929 prices.

onsW 6. Net change. Item 4 minus item 5.
VIiJ 7. Total net change. Item plus item 6.

Change in instalment debt. A very rough estimate based
on the fragmentary information available.

ion amdM
Change in individuals' equit',. Item 7 mintis item 8.

Viii Business Saving of Farmers (Table VII!)

Part of the saving of farmers, namely, changes in their bank
deposits, cash and equity in insurance contracts, as well as their

'Cf. Capital Consumption and Adjustment, p. 139.
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net absorption of securities and their purchases of h)tIwh)I(! ma
chinerv, has necessarily alrca(t l)een included with savilig ()t
individuals in these forms. A segregation is not feasihl with the
material at our disposal. The saving of farmers which must
separately calculated therefore includes only the tiet investment
in new machinery, farm buildings, and livestock, adjusted for
changes in mortgage debt and in SUCh tpes of short term debt as
do not enter into the computations of individual saving'.
Changes in crop inventories, which should logically he included
had to be omitted because the data are inadequate. This omissj,0
is partly offset by the omission of the change in liabilities of
farmers on account of crop loans.

To obtain farmers' net bLISIIiCSS saving a figure representimig
the surrender of farm real estate by farmers to othirs inii al%o
be deducted. In computing farmers' indebtedness and farm real
estate held by non-farmers, we have used the farm indel)tCdliCSs
and real estate held by institutions. Since the holdings of indi-
vidual non-farmers are probably small this proced ti IC flit rod uces
no appreciable error into the final figure for business saving of

TABLE VIII

BUSINESS SAVING OF FARMERS

(millions of dollars)
1933 19;4 'a

i Expenditure on farm machinery 241 37 5i3
2 Expenditure on Farm buildings i ax 350

Total (1+2) p6 ,7; 943

4 Depreciauon

6 Investment in livestock -1- 239 - 75 3S
; Net change in frniers' mortgage

indebtcdnc CO Ifl(jIUtI(fls 1 311 205 142 114
S Net change in farmeis short term

indebtedness to institutions I6 302 +202 136 +273g Change in institutional holdings
of farm real estates +tS6 -144 +;; -f-;9 32

10 Business saving of farmers (+

1 From Table VlIl-i.
255 352 +5o +s

2 From Table VIIl-. 3 Finn, Table SiLl-3.
62 Farmex-s indebtedness to farm machincr companies is not included.

H

ii

tI

Ii

U

Ill

I ,004 45 1.021 1.026

556 429 50 +159 -43 Net t3-4)

a

si

!iv5 iq;;'
730 9)
4,(I 5)

i.i5o i.ino
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farmers. In any case no error is introduced into the figure for
total national saving because farm real estate and farm debt held
by individual non-farmers is not included in individual saving
in the form of houses and securities.

The final estimate is derived from the following data:
Expenditure on farm inachzne,y. Figures for 1933-35

taken from Income from Farm Production, 1935, published by
the Department of Agriculture. Figures for 1936 and 1937 esti-
mated by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. This
whole series is flOW being revised by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics but the revised data are not yet available.

Expenditure Ofl farm buildings. The 1933 ligure was ob-
tained from Simon Kuznets' Conunodilv Flow and Capital For-
mation, Volume I, and is the sum of the figures given there for
farm dwellings and farm construction and repair other than
dwellings. The figures for 1934-37 are very rough estimates based
on available building data.

. Total expenditure on farm lilac/linen and farm buildings.
The sum of items i and 2.

Depreciation Ofl farm machinery and farm buildings. Fig-
tires for 1933-35 taken from Fabricant's Capital Consumption
and Adjustment (pp. 114 and 145). FIe has used the estimates of
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and stepped them up
slightly to correct for underreporting of farm machinery (p. i i8).
The figures for 1936 and 1937 were estimated on the basis of the
rates used in preceding years and the additions to the stock of
machinery and buildings given in items i and 2.

Net value of change in farm machinery and farm build-
ings. Item less item 4.

Investment in livestock. Estimated by multiplying the
change in the number of livestock on farms by an estimated farm
value, represented by the mean of the farm values at the begin-
ning and the end of each year. The final figure is the sum of sepa-
rate computations for each kind of livestock. The basic figures
come from Agricultural Statistics, 7937 and United Stales Live-
stock Reports.

Change in farmers' niort gage indebtedness to instit u lions.
Based chiefly on the institutional holdings of farm mortgages at
the end of each year as reported in the Agricultural Finance Re-
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view, May 1939, published by the I . S. Departtueit of Agric0.
ture. Holdings of open state and national banks at the end of1932 and 1933 were estimated by multiplying the

figure for alldeposit banks given iii D. C. Horton, Long J'ij J)ebi5 of theUnited Stales (U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Doinestj(- Commerce1937) by the ratio between holdings of open state and nationalbanks and those of all deposit banks at iater dates.
The increase in farmers' liabilities to Inst1tj05 lU 1934 and

1935 was more than offset by Federal Farm
Mortgage bondswhich the institutions received in exchange for mortgages. AFigure representing the amount of these bonds iSSued in ex-change for mortgages must, therefore, be de(Ju(ie(1 from thechange in mortgage indebtedness to Iflstitution in obtaining

the true change in indebtedness. The amount of bonds so re-ceived was obtained from the Farm Credit Administration Thederivation of item 7 is shown in detail in Table VIII

FARM MORTGAGES HELD BY INSTITUTIONS

(millions of dollars)

1 Federa' land banks and land
bank commissioners

2 Joint stock land banks
Lik insurance companies

4 Open state and national
banks

5 Farm Security Administ
tiOfl

6 Three state credit agencies

Total

8 Change
g Assets received in exchange

for mortgages a
io Change in mortgage in.

debtedne&s of farmers to in.
StitUtions, less assets receiveti
in exchange

TABLE vIIt-1

END OF VE5R

1932 7933 1934 7935 1936 1937

i,to6 1.274 2,502 2,854 2,889 2,836
459 92 256 176 i io

1,869 i,66i 1.259 1,055 936 9%

&p 6.io 499 488 488 501

8 So 62 i 25

4.358 4,047 4.578 .1.621 4479 4.365

+531 +13 142 114

659 251

128 208 142 114
'The figures represent Federal Farm Mortgage bonds.
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8. Net c/lange in farmers' short term indebtedness to instil U-
lions. This figure, the computation of which is shown in Table
VIII-2, is taken chiefly from the Agricultural Finance Review,
May 1939 (p. 83). The figure for Farm Security Administration
loans outstanding at the end of igr and 1936 is estimated from
data furnished by that organization. Short term indebtedness of
farmers to commercial banks at the end of 1932, 1933, and 1935
is estimated, the estimates for the first two years being very rough.

TABLS VIIJ-2

SHORT TERM LOANS TO FARMERS

(millions of dollars)

283

g. Change in institutional holdings of farm real estate. This

item, shown in Table VIIl-3, was taken from the Agricultural
Finance Review, November 1938 (p. 63). Figures for farm real

estate holdings of commercial banks for i 932-35 were estimated
by assuming that the farni real estate held by active insured com-

mercial banks was about one-fifth of the non-bank real estate

held by all member banks--the ratio known to have prevailed on

June 30 and December 3*, 1936. While this estimate may be sub-

ject to a considerable percentage error, any mistake in the esti-

mate of the change in holdings is not large enough to affect the

total carried over to the final table.
10. Business saving of farmers. Sum of items 5 and 6, less the

sum of items 7, 8, and g.

END OF YEAR

1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937

t Commercial banks 1,400 1,100 SoS 726 594 788

2 Federal intermediate credit
banks 83 6i 56 47 41 40

Production credit associations 0 6i g. 105 i8
4 Regional agricultural cred1t

corporations 24 141i 87 43 26 ,6
Emergency cro' ioans ; 91 '79 107 304 115

6 Farm ity Administration 8 So i6a

7 Drought relief loans 32 66 60 57

8 Commodity Credit Corpoia-
tion 65 37 271 216 183

g Total 3,598 1462 i,i6o 3,362 1,226 1499

30 Change t6 302 +202 136 +273
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TARL2 VII 1-3

FARM REAL ESTATE HEll) BY INSTI1L'lIO\S
(millions of dollars)

1932 1Q33 '93-I '9ji Federal land banks anti farm
mortgage corporations 83 g 120 I3 ,2 Life insurance companies 317 465 6o, 616 7i-Joint stock land banks 86 82 78

4 Three state credit agencies
47 6 6o 62 68 '25 Active insured commercial

banks

6 Total

7 Change

54 55

573 759 903

+186

TABLE I

CORPORATE SAVING

(millions of dolla,-s)

1'RT Foirk

E\DOFyrAR

4 7° 56

I .4)59 I,02

+77 +g 32

IX Corporate Saving (TableIX)
The basic figures for the estimate of corporate saving are takenfrom income tax returns as published in Statistics of IncomeThese figures differ considerably from corjx)rate saving or dis-saving as it would he if calculated to conform to the basic con-

1933 1934 1935 1Q36 :9;7i Compiled net profits less total tax 2,379 .4,688 6,&,2 Cash dividends paid
3.128 4.890 5.94' 73793 Net saving, unadj. ('-2) 4d8' -2.511 -I,2534 Capital losses
i,686 297 239 1425 Capital gains

262 242 47° 8i6 Net saving, adj. (3+4-5) 3.°57 -2,46 ,48I mo'7 Depreciation and deoletion 5,742 5.674 3.701 5.25 2.08 Gross saving. adj. (6+7) +68 + 1,218 +2,217 +2.485 +;.
1 Estimated from Department of Commerce figures which run slightly higherthan those Computed from Stfjj5 of Incou,.

repts of current income and saving used in this study. it vouldbe necessary to consider adjustment of the present figures for (i)capita! gains and losses, (2) inventory profits and IOSSCS, () thewrite-dosvn or write-off of had debts, (4) other write-ups and
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write-downs reflecting purely book transactions. In addition it
would be desirable to correct the figures for the underreporting
of net income and the consequent understatement of corporate
saving (or the overstatement of corporate dissaving) which ap-
parently results from the use of income tax figures.

An adjustment for capital gains and losses can be made simply
by subtracting capital gains from and adding capital losses to the
unadjusted figures, since these gains and losses are reported in
Statistics of Income.

No satisfactory data exist for adjusting corporate profits and
saving for the revaluation element in inventory changes. In any
case doubt exists as to just how such an adjustment should he
made.

Debts written off or written down may be regarded either as
elements of cost or as revaluations. We have preferred to regard
them as elements of cost for which no adjustment need be made.
Even if they were regarded as revaluations. however, it would be
difficult to adjust for them because only a gross figure is reportcd
in Statistics of Income while the amount for which an adjust-
ment should he made is only the net bad debts, i.e., debts written

off on which no recoveries were subsequently realized. No infor-

mation is at present available that would make possible adjust-

ments for other revaluations or for underreporting of net income.

In order to calculate gross corporate saving (net corporate sav-

ing plus depreciation and depletion charges), it is also necessary

to determine the total allowance for depreciation and depletion.
Figures for corporations from iq to 1936 were taken from
Statistics of Income; that for 1937 was estimated.

X Saving of State and Local Governments (Table X)

Statistics of the saving of state and lqcal governments are among

the poorest used, and, because of the magnitudes of the sums

involved, the estimate of saving by these government units is
probably subject to as great an absolute en-or as any other com-

ponent of the total.
Up to 1932 the Bureau of the Census published financial data

for states and for cities with a population of o0O0 all(l over. In

93'

7g

141
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TABLE X

SAVING OF STATE ANI) LOCAl. GOVERNMENrS

(billions of doIlar)

PARF

1 Gross saving for cities having populations of Ioo,000 and over in 1933-36
$3 to, 493, 6M. and 556 million.

1933 the colnpilation of state statistics was discontinued and sta-
tistics were collected only for cities with populations of Ioo,000
and over. Although the collection and publication of state statis-
tics is being resumed, beginning with data for 1937, we are with-
out any reliable information on the financial activities of a major
sector of the economy during the important period covered bythis study.

In the absence of Census data for states, localities, and cities
with populations of less than 100,000 since 1932, it was necessary
to consult figures presented in the National Industrial Confer-
ence Board's series, The Cost of Govcrn,,ment in the United
States, the Twentieth Century Fund's study, Facing the Tax
Problem, an unpublished study conducted by the Senate's Spe-cial Committee to Investigate Unemptoynment and Relief," and

The Senate Committee's study, which covers 24 state governments, presumablyfollows Census definitions and classifications but there is no indication as tohow many of the data are the result of questionnaires and how nutty of wiginalclassificajon Although the Census includes subventions arid grants in rCCipts,the Senate Committee's study apparently excludes for the mou part federal grants

EU

Sc

State
1Q77 '°l I95 j97 IO7i revenues

Local
l. 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.82 revenues 54 53 5.5

Total revenues (1+2) 7.2
- s.

4 State expenditures 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.4
5 Local expenditures 5.2 5.4 5 5 5.8

6 Total expenditures (4+5) 7.2 7. R 8.2

7 Capital outlays lU 1.2 1.2 1.7 t.6

8 Current expenditures (6-7) 6.2 6.s 6.5 6.5 6.6

g Gross saving 1 (3-8) 2.0 1.0 1.1 i.6 1.9

to Depreciation 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

ii Net saving (9-to) o.5 0.5 o6 1.1 14
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the Social Security Board's tabulation of receipts entitled Fiscal
Capacity of States.64

The saving of state and local governments has been estimated
from the following data:

i. State revenues. The estimated total of revenue receipts in
Table X is the sum of total state and local tax collections as esti-
mated by the National Industrial Conference Board and state
and local non-tax revenues as estimated by the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund (without description of bases and details). The figure
may be too small, since it is probably based on the relation of
such revenues to taxes existing in 1932. which ratio has very
probably increased. Total revenues exclude subventioris and
grants.

2. Local revenues. For derivation, see item i.

. State and local revenues. Item 1 plus item 2.

4. State expenditures. Expenditure figures for 1933-35 taken
from Facing the Tax Problem. The estimates for state expendi-
tures presented there for 1933, 1934, and 193j are based on actual
fiscal statements published in such official state reports as could
be obtained and on letters from state officials. By this method
data for 1933 and 1934 were obtained for 45 states (covering 94
per cent of all state expenditures in 1932) and in 1935 for q
states (covering 85 per cent of all state expenditures). These fig-
ures were extended by the authors to cover all states on the as-
sumption that the trend in the missing states was the same as that
in the states covered.65 The figures for i 936 and 1937 are rough
estimates based on data for the preceding years and on current

for relief, while including other grants. Again, there may be differences in the
treatment of receipts from public service enterprises (although this cannot be
checked). The Census gives the aggregate receipts of such enterprises, while the
Senate Committee's study in its instructions asks only for the profits transferred
to the general departments.
"The Social Security Board tabulation of revenues differs from the Census tab-
ulation in several respects. Federal aid is not included, although separate totals for
it are given. Agency revenues such as pension assessments are not included,
although they arc included in the Census tabulation. Tax collections made by
states as agents for local government units, however, are excluded from the
Census totals for state revenues but are included in the Social Security Board
totals. Certain other receipts such as donations and exceptional returns from sale of
property are included in Census totals but omitted from Social Security Board
totals.
65 Facing the Tax Problem, p. 97.
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press releases by the Bureau of the Census covet lug ertajti states
for '937.

Local expenditures. Information concern lug hxal CXI)efld
itures is in even worse form than data for states and oi local re-
ceipts. Figures for 1933, 1934, and 1935 were estimated by the
authors of Facing the Tax Problem on the basis of local receipu
and bond issues and retirements (p. 538). Their estimate for 1936
was used for both 1936 and 1937. For 1933-35 the figures for local
expenditures are from $250 tO $400 million lower than those of
the National Industrial Conference Board. The state figures dii.
fer by less than $too million.

State and local expenditures. Itcm 4 pIus item r.
Capital outlays. In order to re(lu(e the figure for total ex-

penditures to one for current expenditures it was Ilecessaly to
estimate state and local capital outlays. The only COntinuous
source for such estimates is the annual Census report for cities
with populations of ioo.000 and over. Material for states is avail-
able for only one year, in Financial Statistics of Slate and Local
Governments, 1932. On the basis of these sources a rough esti-
mate was made by computing a relative for the ratio of capital
outlays to expenditures for cities over 100,000 and comparin
this with the ratio for states in 1932 to find the ratio for states in
subsequent years. These ratios were then apphie(l to the estimated
state expenditures. A comparison of the sery rough estimates so
obtained with the cost of construction by state and local govern-
ments, as estimated by the Department of Commerce ('Recent
Developments in Construction Activity', Survey of Current Busi-
ness, August 1939, Table 5) shows the following picture (in mu-
lions of dollars): 87

1933 f934 1935
Computed Capital outlays qo6 849 1.147
Estimated state and local

COnstruction 904 1,091 1,001

Comparison of Department of Commerce construction hgures
with those compiled by Peter Stone of the Works Progress Ad-
66 Because of (he crudjt', of the local data and of the estimates fur capital outlass
the figures are shown only to the nearest hundred million dollars.
67 Neither figure includes work-relief construction.

1936

1,390

i.6' 1,490

1937
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revenue (item ) and current expenditures (item 8).
10. Depreciation.65 Based on:

Fabricant's estimates of the value of all government prop-
erty (exclusive of roads and sewers) as of the end of 1932 ($20,269
million for state and local governments and $4,363 million for
the federal government; see Capital Consumption and Adjust-
ment, pp. 126 and 137).

Depreciable capital outlays during i Such outlays
are equals for state and local governments, to those shown in item
7 minus outlays for roads and sewers constructed by non-relief
labor ($7o9, $875, $6o, $991, and $ million for the years iq
to 1937, respectively; see 'Recent Developments in Construction
Activity', Table 4).

An annual rate of depreciation of 21/2 per cent (Fabricant.
op. cit., p. 136). Following Fabricant's procedure, we assume that
depreciation on roads anti sewers is covered by maintenance ex-
penditures which are not treated as capital outlays in our cal-
culations. Such expenditures amounted to $441 million in 1933;
$498 million in 1934; $ i8 million ifl 1935; $561 million in 1936;

and $560 million in 1937. according to Department of Com-
merce estimates. This assumption may involve an understate-
ment of depreciation, especially since capital expenditures have
becit increasing over the period studied. lIowever. capital out-

lays on roads and sewers by W.P.A., C.W.A., and C.C.C. labor

68 The calculation of depreciation on hth federal and state and local property

was revised as a result of criticism and suggestions received from Mr. (;eorge

0. Ma'. In the original estimates some inconsistencies existed between the ad-

ditions to government property on which depreciation was computed and the

annual estimated additions to physical property for I9-37- These jflcuflsist-
encies have now been eliminated so far as is possible with the rather Un-

satisfactory primary material.

8. Cnn-eu! expenditures. Item 6 minus item 7.tc q. Gross saving. Equal to the difference between current

289SAVIN(; AND ITS COM PONENTS

ministration in Construction xpenditures and F mplo m ent
suggests that any errot involved in the former is probably on the
side of understatement. They therefore may be taken as a mini-
mum for capital outlays. Since there are capital outlays other
than construction the estimates for capital outlays in Table X
were derived by slightly increasing the cost of slate and local
construction as estimated by the Department of Commerce.
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Capital receipts
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are depreciated because it is not feasible to segregate

them from
other work relief capital outlays.

The calculation follows the procedure used in
calculating the

depreciation on one to four family nonfarm dwellings sho inTable Vi.
ii. Net saving. Item minus item 10.

Xl Saz'ing of the &ederal Government (Table Xl)

The federal government does not keep an inclusi balance
sheet; it lists only liabilities and cash assets. Its saving can there-

SAVING OF THE FEI)ERAL GOVERNMENT

Total expenditures
Public works 1
Loans
Subscriptions to capital stock and
paid-in surplus
Debt retirements
Capital outlay oF WPA, CWA. and
CCC

Total deductions (6+7+8+9+10)

Current expenditures (5i i)

Saving under 'Trust Ac
IIlaenien( on Cold, ctc.

Total gross saving ('3+14')

I)epreciation

50 50 47 14

'Indudes giants to public bodies for public works, as
dollars): 9, 35. 124, 269, and i7.

'9 ;5
3,857

10

3'

7.613

745

I'
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fore be computed only from statistics of its expenditures and re-
ceipts. The difficulties that arise in computing saving are due
almost entirely to the problem of classifying expenditures. Treas-
ury statistics are kept on a cash basis; capital and current expendi-
tures are not shown sejarately, and must be estimated from the
classifications now being used. In SLICh an attempt several difficul-
ties are encountered. In the first place, the classification that
seems most satisfacwry, namely, that shown for the first time in
Table 7 of the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury for
the year ending June so. 1957, is available only on a fiscal year
basis. Monthly statistics may be found in the special mid-month
daily Treasury statement, hut the classifications used there are
not exactly the same as those used in Table 7 of the Secretary's
annual report. For example, the item 'public works' as it appears
in the daily Treasury statements is much more inclusive than the
figure that appears in the annual report tinder the same heading.
The second difficulty with the Treasury statement is that, al-
though it makes possible computation on a calendar year basis,

there have been many changes in classification since iq, so that
it is almost impossible to be absolutely certain of consistency in

allocating expenditures between current and capital items. In

view of the apparent superiority of the classifications in Table 7

of the Secretary's annual report, this table was used as a basis

for the computations.
'Grants to public bodies, including administration', are in-

cluded in capital outlays of the federal government. The expend-

iture of these funds by the states and localities is classified as

capital outlay but our estimate of current receipts by the states

and localities does not include them. Their inclusion in capital

expenditures by the federal government therefore does not re-

sult in any overstatement of saving.
The final estimates are derived as follows:

i. Total receipts. From annual reports and daily statements

of the Treasury.
2. Capital receipts. Includes proceeds from the sale of foreign

securities, other proceeds of investments, and sales of government

property. Data from annual reports and daily statements of the

Treasury.
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Seignorage. From annual reports and daily

Statements ofthe Treasury.
Current receipts. Item i mInUS itetlis 2 and '.
Total expenditures. From annual r('j)orts and (lails' statements of the Treasury.
Expenditures on public works. Corresponds to the figures

shown on a fiscal year basis in Table 7 of the annual report of tliSecretary of the Treasury. Experimentation with iiijj vi(lL1Ilitems in the daily Treasury statement revealed the COflhh)Sjt jo
of the public works in Table 7 (except for 'other public works')
and thus made it possible to prepare figures on a calcn(lar year
basis, in accordance with Table 7 definitions. The itciti 'Other
public works' in Table 7 was apportioned for calendar years Illore
or less arbitrarily since we did not know its composition

Loans. Taken from annual reports and daily state,nejof the Treasury.
Subscriptions to capital stock and paid-in surplus of gov-

ernment corporation.c and credit agencies. Taken directly from
the expenditures in the mid-mondi Treasury statemeti ts after
being checked against the figures in Table 7 of the annual report.

Debt retirement. From annual reports and daily state-
ments of the Treasury.

Capital outlays of TV.P.A., C.JV.A.. and C.C.C. Soiiieof
the work done on these projects has taken a form that should lie
regarded as capital expenditure, such as construction of roads
and bridges, but which is not classified as 'public works' tinder
Table 7. It is impossible for us, with the information now avail-
able, to apportion these V.P.A., C.W.A., and CCC. expendi-
tures accurately. Forty per cent of these expenditures have been
regarded as capital outlays. The resulting estimate is lower, for
the period as a whole, than the figures presented in the Presi-
dciii's budget message of january 5, 1939.ii. Total deductions. Sum of items 6 through to.

Current expenditures Item r mintis item ii.
Gross saving. Item (current receipts) minus item 12

(current expenditures).
Saving of trust funds. Transfers to trust accounts and

trust funds have been regarded as current cost of the federal gov-
ernment. Thus, expenditures accruing as slving to the benefici-

I
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SAVING AND ITS COMPONENTS 293

aries of the various accounts by the resulting increase in their
equity have already been included in Table i under the heading
'Individual Saving iii Liquid ForniInsuraiice aiid Pension Re-
serves' (see also 'Table Ill). Item 14 therefore includes only the
increase in such minor trust accoLints as are not included in
Table 1.

ir. Total gross saving. Sum of items 13 and 14.
i6. Depreciation. See item X, io.
17. Net saving. Item 15 (total gross saving) minus item i6

(depreciation).
Several items arc omitted from this computation. Changes in

supplies and inventories held by federal agencies are disregarded
except so far as they appear in the insignificant item 'sales of gov-
ernment )r0perty. In the War and immediate post-War years,
this part of tile government's assets changed considerably. It may
be assumed, however, that no serious error is involved in neglect-
ing this item during tile years with which this study is concerned.



I should like to raise a minor question in Connection with Dr.
Goldsmith's extremely careful and valuable estinlates Dr. Gold-
smith interprets the increase in the social security funds of thefederal government as individual saving (Sec. IV, i; Ap. Table
Ill). The fact that individual saving appears as the main positivecontributor to the national net saving in recent years (Table i)is partly due to this interpretation. Social security reser%'es do not
fit naturally the usual classification into individual, business and
government saving. It seems to rue that there are two possible
methods of treating such reserves.

On the one hand, social insurance can be treated by analogy
with private insurance. This is the p10ce(lurc followed by Dr.
Goldsmith. According to this analogy, the claims of individualseligible to social security paYments appear as individual saving.If the government holds an actuarially adequate reserve againstthese individual claims there is neither government saving nor
dissaving. If the government plans to finance a part of later social
security disbursements by later tax revenue this liability ought tobe counted as negative saving. If, e.g., the old age insurance
scheme should be shifted from the reserve S stem to the pay-as-
you-go system, then individuals would still a((lLIire the sameclaims, and thereby won Id show mdi vid tia I saving. Consequently,
the government should be charged with negative saving of a
corresponding amount. If this system is followed there seems nojustification for including individual saving onl to the amountaccumulated in the government reserve; rather, the presentvalue of all claims acquired should be counted as individual sav-ing. The excess of this total sum of individual saving over re-
serves accumulated by the government shotiki he posted as anitem of negative saving. If this method were used I should prefer

294
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DISCUSSION 2qr)

to distinguish voluntary and compulsory saving and to regard
the acquisition of social security claims as compulsory saving.

There is, however, another possible interpretation: old age in-

surance can be interpreted by analogy with old age assistance
schemes. Individuals do not acquire legal claims on old age assist-

ance. The introduction of old age assistance would thus not lead

to individual saving and not necessitate the posting of corre-
sponding negative saving by the government. Unemployment re-
lief furnishes another example of the same sort. Were this anal-

ogy followed the claims acquired under the Social Security Act
would not be regarded as individual saving and the corresponding
liability would not be treated as negative government saving;

rather, the accumulation of reserve funds would be treated as
positive government saving.

It is not entirely arbitrary which interpretation should be
chosen. We are interested in an interpretation that disturbs as
little as possible the comparability of the estimates for the period
before the enactment of the social security legislation and for the

period after its enactment. If it were true that social security ac-

tually displaced chiefly private insurance and other privatc indi-
vidual saving, it would be preferable to follow Dr. Goldsmith's
method. I believe, however, that it is much more the function of

social security to displace on a higher level relief and assistance

schemes. If this is so, then it would be more appropriate to disre-

gard the acquisition of individual claims and to treat the ac-
cumulation of funds as government saving.

II M. A. COPELAND
Dr. Goldsmith's treatment of saving is an important step forward

in a field that has hitherto proved somewhat elusive. He is care-

ful to state that his approach to the problem runs in terms of con-

solidated balance sheets and consolidated income accounts. He

comes to the conclusion that saving may be measured as the sum

of (a) the net increase in direct investments and net equities held

by individuals (not counting capital gains), (b) additions to cor-

porate surpluses, (c) additions to what may be called the residual

equities of governments.1
1 He does not directly mention under (c) an item for churches and other non-profit

institutions which corresponds to 'additions to the residual equities of governinenis'.
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2 Volume One, p. io.
Volume Two, p. 167.
lbid., p. 186.
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A meniorandum recently prepared by the Committee of Statjs.tical Experts of the League of Nations OH StatLljc5 relating toCapital Formation arrives at a substantially identical Conceptionof saving and this, despite the fact that the idea of
COnsolidatedfinancial statements is certainly not explicit in the fllemoraldtimand despite what seems a marked Robertsonian influence This

tG

tl

Robertsonian influence manifests itself in a suggestion that there
is IIa time lag (and possibly a causal relationship)

between Saving lso measured and replacement expenditures on the one hafl(J and CTmoney outlay for the acquisition of new capital goods (investrnent) on the other. The memorandum explicitly states that sav-ing plus replacement expenditures may not l)C equal to invest-
mnent for short periods. In Studies in Income and IVealth, Uolumne

C,

ceTwo. Professor Haberler, also following Professor Robertson
argues that for short periods saving and investment will not, in
general, be equal. On the other hand, I)r. Goldsmith takes the
position (which since Keynes' adoption of it has come to be

st

ch'Keynesian')called that I (net investment) equals S (saving). Dr. anWarburton also appears to hold that estimates of investment
should equal estimates of saving apart from differences in the
bases firof valuation, errors, omissions, and allowances for replace. rement and for international transactions. He has given an excel-lent SWstatement of these sources of difference between estimates of
saving and investment.2

I

dii

ththink it is probably true that those who take the position that
investment equals saving (subject to the \%arhurton qualifica-

(a

instions), have made the empirical significance of their conceptions meof saving and investment clearer than have those in the Robert- lensonian tradition. Thus in Volume Two, I suggested that the rimevarious items that comprise 'investment' arc increases in what shm accountant would call the tangible assets on the consolidatedbalance Insheet of the cornnJuflitr and that the various items that
comprise saving are increases in what an accountant would callthe equities in these assets on the consolidated social balance

item

Ii

nuTProfessorsheet. Haberler explicitly denies that the above mean-ing is the meaning usually attached to the two terms,4 but he offers
qa

do
da
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no example of an item that he or any other economist would
regard as either saving or investment but that does not conform
to my statement.

I propose to offer here an outline balance sheet set-lip to illus-
trate the problem of measuring wealth, saving, and investment.
This set-up agrees with Dr. Goldsmith and the League of Na-
tions memorandum in the conceptions of saving and investment.
It shows investment as an increase in assets, and saving as an in-
crease in equities. as I suggested in Volume Two and as would be
expected from Dr. Goldsmith's statement. I submit that it is dif-
ficult to understand how the authors of the League of Nations
memorandum could ever have arrived at so nearly the same con-
ception unless we assume that the idea of a consolidated financial
statement of the community was somehow implicit in their
thinking.5

Various assumptions will he made for simplicity in presenting
the balance sheet set-up which follows. It is assumed, first, that we
are dealing with an isolated economy. Second, we shall deal only
with broad classes of asset and equity items: for many purposes.
finer breakdowns might be desirable. These the reader can
readily substitute itt the balance sheet set-up. Third. it is as-

sumed that all businesses are either (i) incorporated or (ii) con-

ducted by individuals who do not separate their business from
their personal accounts. Four types of entities are distinguished:

(a) business corporations, (h) governments and other non-profit
institutions. (c) individuals, (d) banks (including those govern-

ment activities involved in the issuing of currency). Further dif-
ferentiation among types of entities would complicate the argu-

nient but not affect its result for the present purpose. Finally, we

shall assume that the balance sheet of each entity is first arranged

in the appropriate form outlined below and that the various
items on the balance sheets of all entities of each class are then

Sit might be argued that investment is a simple and natural concept representing
merely the increase in wealth, so that no implication of consolidated financial

statements is involved. But the notion of wealth itself, as Professor Irving Fisher

dearly pointed out in Capital and Income in 1906. is dependent on the consoli-

dated statement idea.
In this connection, it might be noted that the statement by Dr. Goldsmith in an

earlier draft of his manuscript, that only tangible assets will appear on the corn-

muniLy's consolidated balance sheet, is not strictly true. See below where an item

'special privileges' appears, and Sec. U. i of Dr. Goldsmith's paper.
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totaled to give us four total balance sheets which can be c.bined into a consolidated balance sheet for the economy as awhole.

Tangible assets (less valuation re-
serves)

Special privileges (patents, trade-
marks, etc.)

. Cash and bank deposits
4. Net of adjustment items (n.e.c.)
9. Total corporate wealth

B. Governrne'nts and
. raflpblC assets

2. Cash and bank deposits

9. Total government and institutional
wealth

i. Due from others
2. Stock in business corporatioos and

banks
. Cash and bank deposits

Less (it) Due to others
. Subtotal (net investment in other

parties' affairs)
. Special privileges

6. Tangible assets
9. Total

ISOLATED ECONOMY

A. Business Corporations

C. individuaLs

ii. Due to others
'a. Stock (capital and Surplus)
13. Subtotal
Less (5) Due from others
And less (6) Stock in other crpj
and banks
19. Net total corporate equities

Non-Profit institutions
ii. Due to others
Less () Due from others
And less (4) Stock in business corpora.
tions and banks

Subtotal
i2. Residual equities
19. Net total government and instjtu.

tional equities

'a. Net worth of individuals

19. Total

D. Banks (including currency issuing agencies)
t. Monetat gold and silver stock ii. Total currency and deposit liabili.Other tangible assets

ties (less till money ai,d interbankDue from others
deposits)

is. Due to others
Stock (capital, surplus and undi.
vided profits)9. Total

'9. Total
NoTes: 'Due to others' includes: (a) policy reserves for insurance corporations, (b)accrued charges pa,able, (c) deferred credits to income for payments received inadvance, (d) bonds less bond discount unamortized, etc. 'Due from others' indudes

2.
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the corresponding items on the creditors' books. 'Reserve for had debts' jc to be
deducted from 'receivables'.

'Discrepancy in liability valuations' is defined as total due to others (Al t+Bi 1-4--
Cii+D12) minus total due from others (A5+Bs+Ci+D3). This discrepancy may
be a negative quantity.

'Discrepancy in stock valuations' is defined as total stock outstanding (Ai2+l')t).
less net of adjustment items (n.e.c.) (A4) and less total stock held by all parties
(A6+B4+C2). This discrepancy may be a negative quantity. It is assumed that
A4 is chiefly 'deferred promotion and organization expense' and may be treated
for convenience as if it were a kind of stock discount, so that Al2A4 in some
sense equals the net book value of the proprietorship equity of corporations.

E. Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Economy

i. Monetary gold and silver stock (Di)
. Other tangible assets (Ai+Bi+

C6+D2)
. Special privileges (A2+C)

9. Total wealth

ii. Residual equities of governments
and non-profit institutions (B12)

12. Net worth of individuals (C 12)
i. Discrepancy in liability valuations
14. Discrepancy in stock valuation'.
19. Total 'ultimate' equities

We may assume that E3 is small and that increments, apart
from capital revaluations, may be neglected. Et is almost cer-
tainly small enough to be neglected.

'Net new investment' may be defined as the net increase in
Et + E2, before any capital revaluations.

'Net saving' may be defined as the net increase in Eli + E12 +
E14, before capital revaluations. The increase in Ei4 may be ap-.
proximated by 'net additions to surpluses of business corpora-
tions and banks'; so that saving equals 'individual saving' plus
'government saving' plus additions to surpluses of business cor-

porations and banks.
It will be noted that these items correspond respectively to

items () and (i) under Part II on page ii of the League of Na-

tions memorandum. This seems to substantiate the view that the
consolidated balance sheet approach is implicit in the League of

Nations memorandum.
The balance sheet approach has an important corollary for the

view6 that currency and bank deposits account for differences in

timing of movements of the items 'net saving' and 'net invest-
ment'. Since currency and bank deposits cancel out and do not

appear on the consolidated balance sheet, it would seem that they

cannot explain differences in movements of Et + E2 on the one

See League of Nations memorandum, pp. 8 and i6.
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hand and F: ii 4- F 12 + F. 14 011 the other. Moreover the
balancesheet approach casts grave doubt upon the

of stç adifference in timing, when the items are (fCfjfle(l as Oil pages ii ffof the League of Nations memorandiiyi Indeed it provides aclear-cut way of defining I and S. according to vlli(h the equalitybetween them is valid whatever the length of the time
inter%alto which tile measurementa apply.

The balance sheet approach has one further important advan.tage. It provides several equations which 'iiake
POssil)ie St1I)Stitution of one group of items for another in making

lneasIIremeiiSincestatistjcaj data for several items that would help in measure.ments of saving are riot available, this possibilit) of shiftiiig fromone set of items to another is particularly important
I Suggest that tills balance sheet set-ti1) might vcll leplace thediagram on page goEthe League of Nations

memmmom-ammdtmni Whatis there referred to as Cross-sectioji 2 would appear in this bal-aiice sheet set-up as an analysis of changes in some of the itemsthat cancel out in the process of consolidation Such an analysisis, of course, highly useful in revealing the processes of capitalformation.

II! E. L. DULLES

In commenting upon Dr. Goldsmith's paper, Dr. Coim ques-tioned the classification of funds accumulated under the old-ageinsurance program as saving of individuals and suggested thatthese funds be grouped with government saving. The accountingprocedure employed by Dr. Goldsmith is valid, and there is noquestion of
(or under-counting) the old-age re-serve funds in the total of national saving. The specific classifica.tion of these funds as individual saving, however, is open to ques-tion. There arc many economit-, as well as legal, aspects involvedin the classification of these funs and no mnetfio(l of treatingthem is completely adequate, A more signifl(-ant approach seemsto be to classify the funds dep)sited in the reserve account asgovernment saving. Several reasons for tills conclusion may beindicated briefly.

First of all, the individual contributor to the old-age insuranceprogram has no legal equity in the reserve account; that is, he
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does not have to his credit an earmarked portion of the account,
he cannot claim refunds of total contributions, nor can he borrow
against accumulated funds. What the contributor actually has is
a claim on the federal government for a benefit to be received at
a future date and this benefit is subject to certain eligibility
qualifications determined by social insurance principles which
restrict payments to certain groups of contributors. Moreover,
the lump-sum payment provision under tile present act is even
now being revised and the money-hack principle replaced by
current insurance protection.

Second, the reserve mechanism set up for old-age insurance
does not necessarily reflect completely either amounts of contri-
butions or accumulating benefit rights and it seems desirable to
make the volume of individual savings independent of the
financial policy of a particular government program. Legally, the
claims to benefits are not dependent upon the financial structure
of old-age insurance and benefits will be paid irrespective of the
type of financial policy followed. If a reserve fund is not built up
and 'saved' the government may have a larger burden to finance
in the future because of the failure to make prior provision for a
completely self-financed system. It is unthinkable, however, that
the individual's claim to benefits would not be honored.

Still another consideration suggests that the reserve be classi-
fied as government saving. Although the deductions from con-
suming power or spending, resulting from contributions, gives
some basis for counting them as saving by individuals, this is no
more true of contributions for old-age insurance on a year-to-year

basis than it is for tax payments generally. Furthermore, once
contributions are paid, control of the accumulated funds is in

the hands of the government, and the government directs the use

of the funds into saving or consumption channels.

IV A. G. HART

Dr. Goldsmith's paper, so far as I am aware, is the first attempt

to use for the analysis of saving the rich supply of new data that
have been built up in the last few years. In consequence both of

this better statistical foundation and of the extremely workman-
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like procedure he has followed, Dr. Goldsmith's estimates for1933-37 impress me as much more secure than any of the j.mates for pre-depression years which make up the existingstatistical literature on saving. Numerous details are open torevisionalong lines I shall suggest in a momentbut I amconfident that the general outlines of Dr. Goldsmith's re$u)will prove unassailable.
One basic statistical limitation should be emphasized at theoutset. As Dr. Goldsmith notes, the paucity of income and ex-penditure data for the upper income groups makes it necessaryto estimate the saving of individuals by a method of ha1anceshtcomparison. But balance-sheet data also are unavailable, soas direct data from individuals go. Their place is suppliel byover-all figures obtained from the accounts of credit iflstitutiop,,etc., supplemented by data oii durable

consumers' goods. Forpurposes of using global saving estimates as a rough check oninvestment estimates, or of determining the types of assets intowhich saving of individuals flow, this is not a fatal defect. But itleaves us helpless before fascinating puzzles such as the differencesin saving habits of different income groups in different phasesof the cycle. Dr. Goldsmith's list of needed improvements in thestatistical material (IV, ) should include sample income, ex-penditure, and balance-sheet data for individuals, by incomegroups, extending into the upper brackets.Several rather important statistical details seem to me to callfor adjustment, or at least exploration. In particular:i. Estimates of the saving of local governments (Ap. TableX)seem to correspond roughly to the rise in their cash balancesplus the shrinkage in their bonded debt, that is, to the shifttoward creditorship in their visible debt position. Allowanceshould also be made, however, for the important invisible re-ceivable item of accrued taxes, which doubtless fell appreciablyin 1933-37 as delinquency was reduced. Some of the saving at-tributed to local governments should properly be ascribed tOthese taxpayers. As a partial offset, unpaid bills, salaries, etc.,must have been reduced.
2. Estimates of bank deposits of individuals seem to meslightly out of line owing to an understatement of corporatebalances (Ap. Table I and point (') in Sec. I of the Appendix).

PARr FOUR
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The figures used for corporations are from corporation balance
sheets. Checks in the mails between corporations have been de-
ducted by senders, but not added to balances of prospective re-
cipients; reciprocally, receivables are overreported by the same
amount. For a method of adjustment see Currie and Krost's
memorandum on the ownership of bank deposits and my Debts
and Recovery, Table 9 note c (p. 297). Since it is only differences
in these errors from year to year that affect Dr. Goldsmith's esti-
mates, however, the net effect is probably very slight.

. The treatment of deposits in closed banks (Ap. Table 1-2)
involves a valuation problem which seems to have been evaded.
Presumably valuation at face value is excessive, as the fact the
banks were closed implies losses. I should suggest valuation at
75 per cent of face value, for reasons indicated in Debts and
Recovery, Table 6, notes h and j (p. 293). As to the proportion to
be ascribed to individuals, the recently published study of failed
banks by the F.D.1.C. may suggest revision.

4. The estimate of security holdings of non-individuals (Ap.
Table IV-5) makes no allowance for shifts of corporate holdings
outside the investment trust field, except for tax-exempts. I

suspect that an appreciable amount of inter-corporate holdings
may have been handed over to individuals during these years,
though I can cite no direct evidence except a fall in figures for
railroad bonds held by other railroads.

.
The net spread to catch changes in the debt position of

'individuals' (which, it must be remembered, includes unin-
corporated business, etc.) seems to me too wide-meshed. It allows

only for debts secured by stock exchange collateral, real estate.

automobiles, and other durable consumers' goods. But what of

other individual short term debt? Business debts of unincor-

porated business to corporations and banks, unsecured bank
loans of individuals, book credit of individuals with incorporated

merchants, and 'personal loans' are important classes of debt

which slip through the net. The only easy procedure I can suggest

is a very audacious and risky residual method devised by Eugene

Adams of the National City Bank. For i-35 this gives a
cumulative shrinkage of individual short term debt of $6.2 bil-

lion (see Debts and Recovery, Table 25, pp. 321-2), whereas
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l)r. Goldsmith's estimate ShOWS a growth of $700 mill ion in jstalment debt and a shrinkage of $6I4 million in security loans.It is possible. then, that some sizeable fish have escaped the net,though my residual estimate must be regarded as a statisticaltour de force rather than a genuine
measurement. The

indicatetiremedy is an attempt to locate and measure the missing debtitems. Incidentally, if such a search confirms my estimate, thegap between Dr. Goldsmith's savings estimates and Dr. Kuznets'figures for investment will be appreciably narrowed.From the standpoint of the analyst interested in businfluctuations, Dr. Goldsmith's estimates illumine two very criticalpoints. One is the astounding extent to which the private indi-vidual during the recovery period insisted on putting his savinginto an improvement of his creditor position. The whole mdi-vi(lual saving seems to have taken the form of bank deposits andinsurance cash values: or if my finding on short term debts isaccepted, the form of bank deposits, insurance cash values, andreduced short term debt. As Cohn and Lehniann have pointedout in their American Tax Polic-y 'and I in Debts and Recovery,this indicates a crucial qualitative' defect of the capital market,and may go far to explain the partial and incomplete nature ofthe recovery.2
The second salient fact is the extreme cyclical variability oftotal saving, much greater than that of individual saving. Thisshould have been apparent from the instability of business sav-ing. Plainly, individuals who are stockholders will not in generalfeel impelled to save more because their corporations have fallenon evil days and are paying dividends out of surplus, or becausetheir corporations have failed to plow in any earnings. Probablymany students ofbusiness cycles have long been conscious of thisfact, which is plain enough once observed, but for me at leastthe evidence of a wide gulf between individual and total savinghas proved most illuminating.

I Gerhard Coim and Fritz Lehmarus. Ewnomic Conseqwnees of Rent Amerivdfl
Tax Po&y, Supplement s to SO4.-ial 114'cearch (i8.z Incidentally, there seeni to 1w signs that this shift toward

ereditorship has beeit
hiefty in the upper income groups, i;diaiing a signiticant relative shift 01

lion among classes; see Debts and Reco'e, pp. ,at-6.



V WALTER SALANT

As a result of the great emphasis recent economic thought has
placed upon the phenomena of saving and investment, statistical
estimates of national saving such as those presented by Dr. Gold-
smith attract a greater interest than ever before. They are being
used not merely to measure how much income is devoted to
capital formation but also to throw light on the movements
and level of income itself. It is therefore timely to examine the
statistics of saving to see whether they are appropriate to these
new uses. In order to do so we must recall the meaning of saving
and analyze more exactly just what there is about the process that
makes it important in determining the flow of income.

Saving has been considered important in determining the

flow of income because it has been regarded as primarily a
negative process: a failure on the part of the saver to spend on
consumption goods. If the saver does not spend his income on
current output of capital goods, or if others do not purchase
capital goods in an amount equal to his saving, the flow of in-

come will be reduced. This version of the process. though
strictly correct, can apparently beget unnecessary complications.

So far as total income is concerned is there much use in dis-
tinguishing between expenditures on different kinds of current

output? Income is earned in the production of goods and services

whether they are capital goods or consumers goods, durable or

perishable.

I THE DISTINcTION BETWEEN INVESTMENT ANI) CONSUMPTION

EXPENDITURE

The reason for differentiating investment from consumption

expenditure was and is still a good one, but it is necessary to

remind ourselves what it is. So far as the theory of income and

employment is concerned, it lies in the supposition that the

motives to spend are different in the purchase of consumption

goods and capital goods.
Consumers' goods yield direct utilities; capital goods are

ordinarily thought of as desired for a money return, so that the

DISCUSSION 305
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demand for them is supposed to reflect a nice es(jmste of .petted costs and returns. Durable capital goods are 5uppo tobecome more or less attractive with changes in long term interttrates. We have been accustomed to think of
consumption gooon the other hand, as perishable and their

purchases therefore asvirtually unaffected by changes in the rate of interest.
movements of interest rates will not Cause changes in the one Lypeof expenditure to be offset b opposite changes in the other

There is another way in which investment and consumptionexpenditure are supposed to be significantly different it isusually assumed that consumers goods are purchased ou of thecurrent income of the purchaser, while capital goods are not or-dinarily purchased OUt of Current income or even out of fuuth
acquired in the past, but are externally financed. Thus the savingand the purchase of capital goods are performed by different
economic agents. It is thought that this fact makes it necessaryo
distinguish consumption from investment expenditure in ana-lyzing changes in income. Because the saver is one agent and thepurchaser of capital goods, a different one, it is thought thattheir expenditures are less likely to fluctuate in offsetting direc-tions than if they were the same agent, since there is no efficientand automatic mechanism to produce the desired relation.

A study of actual capital expenditures and actual saving, how-ever, leads one to wonder whether we may not be overdoing the
distinction between investment and consumption expenditureand raising some unnecessary problen-is. The importance of du-rable consumer goods and public expenditures in our economyraises the question of classification Are automobiles and radiosto be considered consumption of investment goods? How muchof the federal government's expenditures on work relief is to beconsidered capital expenditures? These and many similar prob-lems must necessarily arise in connection with all estimates ofsaving and investment because the definition of the thing beingmeasured is partly a matter of taste. Yet so far as the analysis ofincome is concerned they are simply red herrings, having only averbal significance Obviously the real nature of the process by

which income is generated does not depend upon definition.A SUrvey of expenditures ordinarily called capital' shows thata large fraction does not belong umambigijorisis. in the investment
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pigeonhole. Public construction, which amounted to 11 per cent
of all expenditure on durable goods in 1919-37, is clearly invest-
ment expenditure according to any sensible definition, yet it
has neither of the characteristics that justify the distinction for
the purposes of monetary analysis. It is not undertaken for profit.
Nor are rates of interest and other problems incidental to private
external financing major considerations, except in the case of
local government capital expenditures financed by borrowing.'

Consumers' expenditures on passenger automobiles and du-
rable household commodities constituted 37 per cent of total ex-
penditure on durable commodities from l9ij to 1937. Except,
perhaps for the fraction purchased for commercial purposes the
demand for these items does not reflect any fine calculation of
utilities. The terms of credit, it is true, arc important, since com-
modities of this type are so frequently sold on instalment. But it
is the down payment that is of primary importance, i.e., the
amount that will be lent, not the rate charged for it. Purchases
of these commodities, furthermore, depend greatly on current
income and the individual's prospects for the immediate future.

The capital formation of business is composed of the profit-
making durable goods par excellence. It might be expected that
expenditure on these goods would exhibit in full measure the
characteristics associated with 'investment'. Yet in the fields of
mining and manufacturing the facts seem to suggest that the
most important determinants of a firm's capital expenditure are
the level and direction of change of its current output. The rate
of interest does not seem especially important, particularly for
expenditures financed with a firm's own funds.2 Expenditures
financed in this way constitute the major part of capital farina-
tion by mining and manufacturing enterprises.

Only railroad and public utility capital expenditures exhibit
the supposed characteristics of 'investment' in appreciable de-
gree. Here we have the most durable capital equipment and the
smallest proportion of self-financing. Yet even in these fields it

lIt should be remembered that much public construction is not financed by
borrowing at all.

Although in pure theory interest rates should be as important in the disposition
of undistributed earnings and previously acquired liquid funds as they are in
determining borrowing, there seems little doubt that most firms do not calculate
as closely when they can finance themselves.
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is not certain whether capital expenditures are responsive to
interest rates or whether their behavior in general differs ap-
preciably from that of current expen(litures.

Nor is there a clear-cut distinction between investment and
consumption expenditures in their independence of or depend.
ence on the level of income. The idea that investment demand
(the 'marginal efficiency of capital') is independent of income is
usually greatly exaggerated. We might class automobiles, furni.
ture, radios, etc. as consumption goods and thus increase the
accuracy of this idea to SOflIC clegrec. But the (lependence of
investment expenditures, even excluding those for durable con-
surners' goods, on the incomes of those ho make them is still
sufficiently great to make this a weaker ground for the distinct1
than has usually been supposed.

These problems of classifying expenditures are inevitable
problems of definition in measuring saving and investment and
are relevant to measurements of the composition of output or use
of income. But the preceding comments suggest that they are not
dircctly relevant at ; Ii iii analyzing the level of total expenditure,
income, and employment.

Some changes in saving and investment clearly should be dis-
regarded when the statistics are being used in connection with
such analysis: for example, shifts of expenditure between capital
and consumption g000s. such as might occur if people l)egafl to
cut dowim their vacation expenditures in order to build homes
On the other hand, mere shifts in the disposition to save in par-
ticular forms do have direct effects on income even though
they do not result in any shift of the disposition to save in toto.
For example, a decision simply to 'put money in the hank'
instead of buying a house would not affect the disposition to

If se itidride these goods iii tOIIStIfl)J)tioll cx en'liti it may be that the mar-ginal propensity to consume excec(Is unity for a certain r;mgc. An incrca in
income may induce people to increase their JMIrchascs of aticoniobjics and iadi
by a greater amoulit, gising theni the courage to borrow to finance the iliffereme.4 An illustration Iresn actual events is afforded hr the change in the federal gov-
eminent's expeliditures from relief to public works. Soch a shift produces au
increase in saving and investment but has no direct eflect on income. In Keynesian
language, it is a fall in the propemiL to consume which is exactly offset by in-creased invtment.

'ft.
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save in toto hut it would affect income. This is the sort of
change that would be unnoticed l)y anyone who uses the ordinary
statistics of total saving (although it would appear clearly in those
of investment). It is the components of saving, as analyzed in the
paper presented by Dr. Goldsmith, that are important in analysis.

I do not mention these difficulties of definition because they
present real difficulties in the analysis of income and its changes.
On the contrary, my purpose is to point out that they do not and
that the appearance of difficulty where none exists suggests that
the distinction between investment and consumption in the
process of income-creation is perhaps overemphasized. This dis.
tmctiofl is a simplification that is useful to us in learning to
understand the process. but economists who have a firm grasp of
the theory of income and employment should be able to lean less
heavily on this distinction and proceed to the business in hand
the specific types of expenditure. who makes them, and what
determines their amount.

2 THE DATA RELEVANT TO THE ANALYSIS OF INCOME

The conclusion that over-all saving statistics do not tell us pre-
cisely what we need to know for an analysis of the determinants
of income would he accepted. I believe, by all who use the saving-
investment analysis. The justification for using such statistics
lies in the assumption that they are at any rate not far from what
we really want to know. This is an hypothesis we can now test in

a rough sort of way.6 Before elaborating on this statement, how-
ever, let us define what we want to know in the light of the fore-

going observations.
Apparently what is relevant to the analysis of income is not the

disposition of income as between current expenses (some of
which, by the way, are merely book charges) and all other uses.

but its disposition between actual expenditure on goods and
services and all other uses. In other words, we want to know for

the separate areas of the economy the behavior of the gap between

income and income-creating disbursements of all sorts as income

5 Another example from the federal government is the cutting down of public

works expenditures in the fiscal year 1938 without increasing other expenditures.

We could test it more accurately if we had a consolidated analysis of the uses of

funds by corporations.
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changes, not merely the gap between current income andsum plion outlays.
Corresponding to the excess of income over

incomereatjflgdisbursements in some economic areas there muse be
elsewherein the economy a deficiency. The two discrepancies must be equalin the economy as a whole, just as saving and

investment areequal. A reduction of expenditures on newly produced goo,whether capital or consumption goods, at one point in the econ-omy will increase a positive discrepancy (or decrease a negativediscrepancy) between income and income-creating disburse.ments at this point. But by reducing incomes it will increase thenegative discrepancy (or decrease the positive discrepancy)elsewhere.
This formulation may be applied by subtracting from thesaving figures the direct investment of savers and adding such

current expenses as are merely bookkeeping charges. The re-mainder represents the increase in net claims (including money)held by the sectors of the economy under consideration.
On the other side of the picture, we may obtain the excess of

income.creating disbursements over income by subtracting fromthe capital expenditures for each sector of the economy its savingand such current expenses as are merely bookkeeping
charges.This remainder is the amount of income-creating disbursemenfinanced by net sale of claims (including money).

This procedure is similar to the source and use of funds analy-
sis except that it omits the funds raised by selling claims used tobuy claims. For example, if the increase(J federal debt were ex-actly equal to the purchase of preferred stock (assuming the latterto be merely a 'Capital-bolstering' expenditure) no discrepancywould arise.

In applying this formulation statistically it would, of course,be impossible to distinguish for any unit the purchase of goods
actually produced during the period from the purchase ofsecond hand goods, which creates no income. This presents nosubstantial difficulties for the economy as a whole, however, and
even if it did we could

surmount the difliculty by including inoutlays the expenditure on all producible goods whether new orold, and including in income the receipts from the sale of all suchgoods, whether currently produced or not.
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DISCUSSION ii
The analogy of this sort of measurement to that of saving and

investment should not be pressed tOO far. It should be pointed
out above all that its sole use would be in its application to par-
ticular sectors of the economy. Indeed, for a closed economy the
sum of the discrepancies must be zero, since the increase in net
claim liabilities (represented by the excess of income.creating
disbursements over income) must be equal to the increased net
holdings of claims (represented by the excess of incomes over
income-creating disbursements).7

The procedure suggested could be of great value in studying
the flow of income. The methods used in deriving the estimates
presented by Dr. Goldsmith constitute the groundwork for such
an analysis. By examining the propensity to increase net assets in
non-producible forms we can get an idea of the amount of outside
financing and sale of owned claims that is necessary to obtain
given levels of income. By eliminating direct investment by
savers this procedure is more appropriately pointed toward the
problem of the financial markets. Perhaps more important is the
fact that it focuses our attention on the relation between invest-

ment on the one hand and growth in debt and equity claims on
the other. That a disposition to save large amounts at high levels

of income requires large investment for prosperity is now gen-
erally accepted. It must sooner or later be realized also that in a
community with a disposition to save in the form of non-pro-

duced assets the attainment of prosperity requires corresponding
increases in debt and equity claims outstanding.

VI R. W. GOLDSMITH AND
WALTER SALANT

The points raised by Dr. Colm and Dr. Dulles really involve two

questions:

tin fact this measurement is in substance nothing but the difference between

gross investment and gross saving for each of the main groups in the community

and its algebraic sum must therefore be zero. The difference between investmellt

and saving approximates very closely what Messrs. Krost and Currie call the net

contribution to money incomes'.
Induding money. The analysis would be significant for an understanding of the

velocity of money so far as it threw light on the disposition to save in that form
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Is the saving done tinder the Social Sec urity :ict to be re-

garded as government oi- individual saving?
If it is to be regarded as individual saving, shokl It l)

measured by the increase iii reserves or by the iIi(ECase in the
present value of in(lividuals' claims to benefits under the Act, i
which case it would have to he offset by goverlIllIent dissavitig
equal to the excess of the present value of claims

over reser%es?
If the saving performed under the Social Security Act is re-

garded as that of individuals, the question of how to measure it
is not merely academic, sine the increase in presei value of
benefit clainis is not equal to the increase in reserve.' The resere
represents more nearly what individuals have Paid. The differ-
ence between the reserve and the psent value of the claims
would, therefore, have to he regarded as a Contribution by the
government and, therefore, as dissaviug by it if the total present
value of claims is included in individual saving. If, instead, we
measure the saving by growth of time resers es we are not really
measuring time increase in individuals' equity. Also individuals'
saving would be affected by Congressional appropriatjo,s for
transfers to the Old Age Reserve Account. 1'liis seems to intro-
duce an arbitrary clement into individual saving. On the other
hand, computation of the present value of claims must be based
on the most hazardous assumptions. In short, as far as question
(b) is concerned there are objections to both methods.

As both these treatments prove unsatisfactory it might be
better to consolidate the trust aCCounts in (jUeStioui with the
government's general accounts and to regard the increase in
reserve as government saving. This method has the advantage
of avoiding question (b). It would not involve the questionable
Computation of changes in the present value of claims nor would
it imply any equality between Title 8 taxes and transfers to the
Old Age Reserve Account, as does the reserve system when
credited to individuals. Dr. Cohn's point that individual saving
before and after the Social Security Act are more nearly com-
parable when Social Security saving is not credited to individuals
does have merit. Furthermore, individual saving can niore legiti-
mately be compared with the Departmeimt of Commerce series of
1 See the report on the actuarial status of the Old Age Resee Atcount containedin the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury for 193K, p. 56.
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'litcome Payments to Individuals' when Social Security reserves
are excluded hoin individual saving than when they are in-
cluded. This is an important advantage when studying the rela-
tion of saving to income. Therefore, we arc not inclined to
object to the change Dr. Dulles and Dr. Coim have suggested.

Dr. ope1and is quite correct in saying that when all the
balance sheets in the community are consolidated, the equity
item is balanced not only by tangible assets hut also by special
privileges. Our statement on this subject has been corrected to
take account of this minor complication.

Dr. Hart is, no doubt, right in saying that saving in the form of
a reduction in tax arrearsnow attributed by us to state and
local governmentsshould properly be credited to individuals.
The errors involved here affect only the (hstril)ution of saving
and not the total figure because we do not take into account
changes in either taxes receivable by governments or in taxes
payable by individuals. Since we do not know how much of state
and local tax receipts represents payment of accrued taxes, we
do not know the amount that should be shifted to individuals.

The question of whether to correct for the understatement of
corporate deposits and how to do so is complicated and fairly
important since items in transit between depositors over the
year-end probably changed by several hundred million dollars a
year during the period. It may be considered on two planes.
First, what procedure is best designed to make this figure itself
correct, disregarding the possibility that there may be offsetting
errors elsewhere that reduce the error in the total saving figure?
Second, is the understatement of corporate deposits associated
with any offsetting errors that would remain when the under-
statement is corrected, so that the correction would increase the

error in the total saving figure?
Consider, first, the separate correction of our estimate for

corporate deposits. for the moment ignoring deposits that belong
to neither individuals nor corporations. The problem is to re-
move the overstatement of individual deposits that results from
estimating them as the residual of total deposits taken from

banks' balance sheets after insufficient deduction for corporate
deposits. We might reduce the residual by deducting from the

minuend (total deposits) the items in transit between depositors,

a
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thus putting 'total deposits' on the basis of figures in the de-positors' rather than the banks' books. Then when we subtract
corporate deposits the residual for individuals is on the basis oftheir books. This downward adjustment is too great. The itei
in transit, instead of being credited to either the payer or re-cipient as they should be, are credited to neither. The result isan understatement of individual deposits, so far as this com-
ponent is concerned. The amount of this

understatemex1t de-pends on whether we decide to credit these items to the payer
or recipient. If we want to credit the payer, the understatement
is equal to checks in transit written by individuals. If we want to
credit the recipient it is equal to checks in transit written to the
order of individuals, While either alternative presents very great
difficulties when it comes to actual calculation, these djffictiltj5
seem somewhat smaller if the payer is credited.

A second way of reducing the residual is to add a correction to
corporate deposits. Again it seems more p actical to estimate thechecks in transit written by corporations rather than those going
to them. If this method is used, however, it must be remembered
that some checks in transit are written by governments. If theseare not to be credited to individuals they must be included in
government deposits which also are deducted from total deposits
in arriving at deposits of individuals.

Now let us consider our understatement of corporate depositsin conjunction with certain other errors and omissions Dr. Hart
mentions. When in the future we attempt to estimate debts pay.able by individuals to corporations we shall probably have toresort to corporations' figures of accounts receivable and payable.These figures will overstate net items receivable just as they
understate deposits because a corporation that has mailed a checkand deducted the amount from its deposits will also have de-ducted it from its bills payable. The prospective recipient, nothaving received the check, will not add it to his deposits but
neither will he have reduced his accounts receivable. Accord-ingly, any estimate of individuals' indebtedness to corporationsthat is based on corporate net accounts payable must take accountof this error. Since it would exactly offset the present error in thedeposit figures it might be best to leave the present overstatement
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DISCUSSION

of Individuals' deposits and to allow it to be offset by the over-

statement of their indebtedness.
Dr. Hart's criticism concerning debts of individuals is justified

in principle- We have probably missed an important volume of
Individuals' debts to business corporations and banks. Whether
Dr. Hart's own attempt to estimate individuals' short term in-
debtedness is successful is difficult to say. Part of the reduction

in debt undoubtedly reflects write-downs of bad debts which we

want to eliminate. Part was probably offset by an increase in
debts owed by individuals to non-reporting corporations such as
government agencies which seem to be neglected in Dr. Hart's
computation. It seems doubtful that the net debt repayment

we have omitted amounts to as much as $6 billion. But we recog-
nize the necessity for filling this gap.

Our estimate of the change in deposits in closed banks does

not seem subject to Dr. Hart's criticism of excessive valuation.
During 1935-37 the figure is almost entirely composed of actual

payments made to depositors and to a less extent, also in 1934
(Ap. Table 1-2). Our estimate of the change in deposits does not

and should not include losses suffered in the liquidation of
deposits in closed banks. Losses do not involve dissaving as de-

fined for our study; they are merely a writing down of assets.

Dr. Hart's suggetion as we understand it. would introduce a re-

valuation, which we have throughout tried to exclude.
The omission of a figure [or net security purchase or sale

balances of business corporations is a defect. The main source of

information, the book value of non-tax-exempt securities as

reported in Statistics of Income, seems affected to such a degree

by revaluations and other extraneous factors as to be unusable.

It may be possible however, to compile a sample of corporate

balance sheets that is less affected by these factors and will indi-

cate the direction and order of magnitude of corporate trans-

actions in outstanding securities.






